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Every type of knowledge we develop at the university can be related to reality
and helps to transform this reality.
Jon Sobrino, S.J.
at Santa Clara University
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Eastside Project Partnerships
Community placements:
- provide a supervisor to be available as a community teacher on site when students are there
- offer an orientation during the second week of the quarter
- set up students in tasks where 80% of their time will be spent interacting face-to-face with
people (usually 2 hrs/wk for 8 wks/qtr)
- introduce students to a particular population: la base (i.e., people who are struggling with issues
of poverty, discrimination, marginalization)
- distribute and discuss mid-quarter assessments with students
- communicate with Eastside Project staff members who facilitate, support,
and trouble-shoot as necessary
Santa Clara students:
- read, sign, and honor the Consent Form:
- respect the dignity of everyone with whom they interact on ESP placements
- respect privacy and site-defined norms for confidentiality and culturally
appropriate behavior
- engage actively as learners at placement sites, carrying that learning back into
the classroom as questions and insights
- work to make connections between placement and classroom learning
- attend the orientation meeting (and mid-quarter meeting if there is one)
- participate at placements for their full eight week commitment
- may use Eastside Project cars, following established procedures
- return the signed record of placement attendance to their faculty member
- thoughtfully complete and discuss mid-quarter assessments
- alert their faculty member or Eastside Project staff right away if things aren't working out
Santa Clara faculty members:
- schedule time in their first class for an ESP representative to explain the program
- support student participation that honors the Consent Form
- organize their teaching to receive students' questions and insights from placements
- integrate placement input in the terms of their particular academic course or discipline
- articulate their expectations of students' placement learning in the syllabus
- distribute and discuss mid-quarter assessments with students
- communicate with Eastside Project staff members who facilitate, support, and
trouble-shoot as necessary
Eastside Project staff members:
- develop appropriate and supported placement learning experiences for students
- collaborate with faculty, when invited, on teaching strategies to promote reflection
about placement-based learning
- provide complete logistical support for the program (scheduling, coordination,
registrations fingerprinting, TB test records, assessment/feedback instruments,
Eastside Project cars, follow-up on problems and concerns)
- provide suggestions and community introductions to faculty who want to develop
departmental internship placements
- develop opportunities for continued learning for faculty and placement supervisors in
community-based education
- support selected campus/community collaboration beyond Eastside Project placements
(e.g., Misa Guadalupana, referrals that link the above three groups)
second draft, working toward consensuson core ESP behavioral objectives,November 10, 1998

To educate

women and men of competence,

conscience, and compassion ....
Santa Clara University Strategic

Plan

EASTSIDE PROJECT CONSENT FORM

As a member of Eastside Project and a representative of Santa Clara University,
I agree to conduct myself at my chosen community learning placement:
•

with respect for the dignity of everyone with whom I interact, working with
community people as legitimate and valued teachers to this university

•

as an active listener, maximizing the opportunities for myself to understand
and appreciate the diverse perspectives of the new people I encounter

•

as an active learner, exploring and expanding the concerns of my coursework
by remembering the concerns and experiences of people at my placement

I will maintain their privacy and confidentiality unless I am given explicit permission
to do otherwise. Any written records or discussions that I share with others will
disguise people's names and identifiable characteristics (e.g., by using
pseudonyms). I will honor the cultural norms of my placement situation by
consciously dressing and acting in ways that are considered appropriate there.
I understand I am expected to work at my Eastside Project placement for eight
consecutive weeks. If a Santa Clara University holiday or an agency in-service
falls during my regular placement hours one time during the quarter, no make-up
will be necessary. However, I am required to arrange with my placement
supervisor to make up days for any additional holidays or absences.
My interactions at my placement site will work toward an ideal of partnership and
a commitment to walk together towards building a more just and humane world.

Student's signature

L:\ES P\c onsent.doc

Date

01/12/99
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Eastside Project Strategic Plan
Final Draft for Discussion
September, 1997

This year, our emphasis at Eastside Project has been on the quality of reflection about
community-based learning experiences and their integration into the ongoing fabric of
courses and departments.
This Strategic Plan draft summarizes the oral consensus arrived at through one-on-one
dialogues with Eastside faculty members and former directors, analysis of student
evaluations, classroom discussions, placement visits, and group meetings of the
undergraduate Eastside Scholars, Faculty Associates and Community Advisory Board. Its
process has been necessarily inductive, given the recent arrivals of the staff who now
carry Eastside Project forward. At this stage, this written draft has been reviewed by
Eastside Project staff and all former directors and revised according to their comments.

Mission Statement and Goals

Eastside Project joins the efforts of many people -- community leaders and teachers at
placement sites, academic faculty on campus, students, individuals and communities
with whom they interact, staff, graduates, and project employees. Its mission is to
create lasting partnerships through which the university can learn essential lessons by
working with communities of people who are poor, marginalized, and struggling -starting with our neighbors in the Santa Clara Valley. Because Eastside Project is
directly responsive to and shaped by these communities, its mission cannot be stated
from a campus-centric point of view. Together, we form a network of reflective
engagement based on the pedagogical strategies of community-based education and
core Jesuit values, especially the preferential option for the poor.
Eastside Project's strategic vision is to foster university learning by creating situations
of direct, respectful interaction with diverse constituencies who are underrepresented
on campus. That interaction results in new questions and content across the
curriculum, so that a concern for justice is at the heart of the university's educational
effort and not at its periphery.
Eastside Project staff serves as an academic resource to both university and
community groups, facilitating this learning process and fostering mutual
expertise in integrated education, critical thinking, and participatory research.
The following Agenda for Action moves us from emphasis on Eastside Project as
"the" bridge between Santa Clara University and "the" community and toward a
community organizing model in which Eastside Project staff understand
ourselves as helping others to design and multiply their own bridges.

Eastside Project Strategic Plan, Final Draft for Discussion 9/97, p. 1

Agenda for Action
1. Community-directed mandate.
Eastside Project's advisers represent the diversity of the Santa Clara Valley's many
underserved communities and they are united in their call for admission of more young
people from their neighl>orhoods as Santa Clara undergraduates. Their message is
clear: "For ten years we have received and taught your students; our collaborative
partnership should mean that you receive and teach more of ours."
The strategic need is to respond to this directive in concrete and practical terms.
•

We will encourage and support underrepresented young people from
"Eastside" neighborhoods to be admitted to Santa Clara University.
(SCU Strategic Initiatives: Community of Scholars, Resources for Excellence)
This will mean recruiting high school students through contacts at Eastside placement
agencies and connecting them with groups such as Alumni for Others who can help
them to succeed in the applications process (e.g., preparing to take the SAT). Practical
steps to be taken include collaborating with the Admissions research project (Irvine
Grant) and educating maintenance/ janitorial staff about Santa Clara's tuition remission
program and about guaranteed admission agreements with local community colleges.

2. Social analysis.
Eastside Project placements emphasize learning by doing: "We act ourselves into new
ways of thinking -- not the other way around." But learning from community work is not
at all automatic; it demands critical thinking about students' "common sense"
assumptions and biases in order to bring about a new consciousness.
The strategic need for r.tudents who have completed several Eastside placements is to
analyze the complex causes of the social marginalization and injustices they have
encountered.
•

We will enco,:rage and support community members and leaders, including
placement supervisors, to exercise their teaching authority with SCU
students in the areas of social analysis and policy-making.
(SCU Strategic Initiatives: Community of Scholars, Integrated Education)

This will mean developing a "second step" series of placements, principally at agencies
who have already worked with Eastside Project, to challenge and instruct students in
policy-level planning after they have established an initial familiarity with the people

Eastside Project Strategic Plan, Final Draft for Discussion 9/97, p. 2
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touched by those policies. We will continue to resist the temptation for professional
teachers to supplant the teaching authority those who are actually experiencing
injustices; poor and marginalized persons remain our primary instructors. Targeted
areas for these new placements include immigration rights, public health, and social
justice advocacy .

3. Academic "inreach".
Eastside Project aims to open many two-way streets between what is known, valued
and taught on the Santa Clara campus and what is known, valued and taught in the
lives of struggling communities in the San Jose area. Our outreach direction is already
well established -- thousands of SCU undergraduates have been sent forth to work and
learn alongside people whose creativity, insight and commitment to their families is
daily challenged by the realities of poverty and discrimination.
The strategic need at this point in the development of Eastside Project is to integrate a
more valued and consistent "inreach" of the perspectives learned by our students into
the ongoing academic structures of the university itself. An Eastside placement without
a clear structure to support critical thinking and reflective engagement in its supporting
course is not an Eastside placement.
•

We will encourage and support SCU faculty to visit Eastside placements
personally, and to design their courses, departmental sequences, and
standards for assessing learning in ways that invite input from students'
community-based learning .
(SCU Strategic Initiatives: Community of Scholars, Integrated Education)

This will mean adopting an approach that multiplies campus expertise in experiential
education through peer consultations between faculty, collegial seminars, and cosponsored special events. The goal is to share and expand the repertoire of strategies
for integrated education within each department, not only through the "hub" of Eastside
Project.
•

We will more actively disseminate and share the resources of the Eastside
Project office.
(SCU Strategic Initiative: Resources for Excellence)
This will mean developing a repertoire and a lending library of community-based
teaching strategies for faculty that applies over multiple levels, sizes of classes, and
disciplines. We will cooperate with Orradre and Heafey libraries to make the Eastside
Project collection of books, video, and articles more openly available campus-wide and
to develop the new Community Studies collection.

Eastside Project Strategic Plan, Final Draft for Discussion 9/97, p. 3
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4. Eastside staff agenda.
Santa Clara's communitybased learning philosophy
is distinctive in that we ha
promised not to use comm
ve
unity groups "for practice"
or as laboratory sites, but
them as necessary sources
to honor
of knowledge for the unive
rsity and valued ends in
themselves. It has long be
en our policy that Eastside
Project is not a service-drive
community outreach progra
n
m; our students go into the
community as students an
as charity volunteers.
d not
The strategic need is for fac
ulty, community placement
supervisors, and students
internalize this distinctive
to
educational philosophy an
d
to
work out its consequences
too many cases, the defau
; in
lt explanation of what we
are doing at Eastside Pro
"volunteerism."
ject is still
•

We will encourage and su
pport Eastside Project sta
ff to gather and share
resources in two academic
areas that clearly move us
beyond volunteerism:
teaching critical thinking an
d assessing what is learne
d through Eastside
placements.
(SCU Strategic Initiatives:
Integrated Education, Conti
nuous Improvement)
This will mean reworking
existing Eastside evaluation
instruments to make them
tools for helping students,
better
faculty and placement supe
rvi
sors to integrate campus
learning with community-ba
sed learning. Simplified qu
estionnaires will give stude
and faculty immediate, co
nts
urse-specific feedback at
mi
d-q
uarter and immediate,
placement-specific feedbac
k at the end of each quart
er. In this way, student-pla
relationships will more clo
cement
sely parallel student-profes
sor relationships. Eastside
Project will continue to fac
ilitate dialogues between
faculty and placements an
monitor the assessment pro
d lo
cess.
•

We will encourage and su
pport dialogue between Ea
stside teachers on
campus and Eastside teach
ers in community placeme
nts by offering to pair
them up across areas of mu
tual interest or concern.
(SCU Strategic Initiatives:
Community of Scholars, Re
sources for Excellence)
This will mean identifying
their current areas of resea
rch/practice and restructu
Eastside Project advisory
ring the
groups to provide a more
ongoing and organic linkag
between people working in
e
similar areas. This will en
able a more actual, practic
partnership that will bring
ing
new energy and focus to ad
visory group meetings of fac
associates and community
ulty
leaders.
•

We will analyze patterns of
Eastside placement learni
ng and teaching from
the perspectives of students
, faculty, and placement su
pervisors.
(SCU Strategic Initiatives:
Community of Scholars, Co
ntinuous Improvement)
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This will mean establishing the existing five years of students' quarterly evaluations as
a working database for research and eliciting faculty thinking about Eastside Project in
a systematic fashion (i.e., scripted interviews with a sample of faculty including
Eastside practitioners, previous practitioners, and non-participants). We will work with
placement supervisors to develop a quarterly means of feedback that serves their
agency needs.

5. Networking.
Eastside Project embodies Santa Clara's conviction that those who are struggling with
poverty and marginalization are best able to educate the university about the demands
that must be met for justice to be realized in our world. Students return from their
placements with new questions and insights -- not only about "what is" but also "what
should be." This is the foundation of their education for leadership in the Jesuit
tradition.
•

We will affiliate with the new Bannan Institute for Jesuit Education in its
efforts to examine the connections between faith, intellect, and justice.
(SCU Strategic Initiative: Integrated Education)

This will mean consultations, joint planning, and shared future programming. Our
particular contribution will be in the areas of education for social justice and lay
leadership development. We will urge that the Bannan Institute develop leadership in
the Jesuit tradition among those not traditionally welcomed as leaders: the poor and
marginalized, with special attention to the contributions of women .
•

We will encourage and support students and faculty to pursue social justice
issues through the new Community Studies minor and through research
projects affiliated with Eastside Project.
(SCU Strategic Initiatives: Community of Scholars, Integrated Education)

This will mean advertising Community Studies courses at Eastside sign-ups, sharing
COST 050 materials about participatory research methods ("studying WITH
communities"), and promoting partnerships between faculty and community leaders
through collaborative projects and discussion groups. Eastside Scholars will continue
to develop as a support group for the research efforts of students, faculty, and
community leaders.
•

We will continue to collaborate with campus groups such as SCCAP, Alumni
for Others, Campus Ministry, Santa Clarans for Social Justice, the Center for
Student Leadership, the Markkula Center for Applied Ethics and the
DeSaisset Museum .
(SCU Strategic Initiatives: Community of Scholars, Integrated Education)

Eastside Project Strategic Plan, Final Draft for Discussion 9/97, p. 5
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We will establish colle
gial relationships with
local colleges practic
learning (e.g., San Jo
ing service
se City College, San
Jose State University
Mills), with national ne
, Stanford,
tworks such as the In
visible College, Natio
for Experiential Educ
nal Society
ation, American Asso
ciation for Higher Ed
Campus Compact, an
uc
ation and
d through the internatio
nal network of Jesuit
universities.
(SCU Strategic Initiativ
es: Community of Sc
holars, Resources fo
r Excellence)
This will mean upgrad
ing Eastside Project's
online capabilities in
more effectively with
order to communicate
off-campus colleague
s. The criteria for prior
joint projects will be th
itizing involvement in
e exent to which they
further the mission an
Project, especially ou
d goals of Eastside
r primary responsibilit
y to develop quality re
community groups.
lationships with local
Summary

During the next five ye
ars, Eastside Project
will consolidate and re
an emphasis on the qu
fine its program with
ality of academic integ
ration of the commun
that it facilitates for stu
ity-based lessons
dents and for the unive
rsity as a whole.
The one performance
indicator specified for
Eastside Project in th
strategic planning do
e January 1996
cument -- total numbe
rs of courses and stu
can tell only a small pa
de
nts participating -rt of that story. While
it is true that Eastside
placements for 1380
Project supported
students out of 87 dif
ferent classes during
year, our strategic vis
th
e
'96
-'97 academic
ion extends well beyo
nd those numbers. Ne
comprehensive perfo
w and more
rmance indicators that
match the goals set fo
plan will have to be de
rward in this strategic
veloped to assess ou
r progress.
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Tel. 408-554-4549
Fax 408-554-4564

Santa Clara University's Eastside Project was conceived to educate students
to the full range and depth of human experience. Through community-based
learning opportunities, it invites them to learn from the resourcefulness of
people who are poor, marginalized, and struggling against deprivation or
discrimination, so that the students' knowledge base will be tempered by
new perspectives and insights. The Eastside Project institutionalizes Santa
Clara's conviction as a Jesuit institution that those who live with the
consequences of unjust social relations have a special knowledge of what
needs to change .
Eastside Project sends students to learn by doing and not as a volunteer
labor force for not-for-profit organizations. Its mission is to create lasting
partnerships through which the University can learn essential lessons by
working with communities of people who are underserved, starting with
our neighbors in the Santa Clara Valley. Santa Clara's philosophy of
community-based learning is distinctive in that we have promised not to use
community groups "for practice" or as a laboratory sites, but to honor them
as vital sources of knowledge for the University and as valued ends in
themselves.
Each student's placement is linked to an academic class where students can
bring their community-based learning into dialogue with campus-based
coursework. Eastside Project initiates and supports situations of direct,
respectful interaction between students and diverse constituencies who are
underrepresented on campus. Students are challenged to raise new
questions from the perspective of the people they are meeting at their
Eastside placements, so that the Jesuit tradition of educating for social
justice can be at the heart of the University's educational effort and not at
its periphery. This reciprocal learning process is more "academic in-reach"
than the traditional "community outreach" practiced in high school service
programs.

I
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http://www,scu.edu/SCU/Projects/Eastside/

Placements emphasize learning by doing: "We act ourselves into new ways
of thinking -- not the other way around." Students can choose to work at a
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Home Page

http://www.scu.edu/SCU/Projects

variety of appropriate community sites specified by their professors each
quarter.
These include homeless shelters, multilingual/ESL educational programs,
law clinics, convalescent hospitals, immigrant service centers, and a
parish-based intergenerational theater company.
Eastside Project has practiced Santa Clara's ideal of integrated education
since 1986. Each year, approximately 1,300 students participate in the
program out of 75 different courses campus-wide.
l'k.Lw sd.,ct from the f,illcA,fog,
I Articles Links~
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ESP's MissionStatementand Goals

Pia Moriarty, PhD
Director
pmoriarty@scu.edu

Shirley Okumura
Placement Coordinator
sokumura@scu.edu

Susan Chun
Administrative Assistant
sechun@scu.edu

Laurie Laird, M.A
Teaching/Learning Coordinator
lalaird@scu.edu

or contact us at:
Eastside Project - located at
862 Market Street. (corner of Lafayette, across from Dunne Dormitory)
Santa Clara University
500 El Camino Real Santa Clara, CA 95053
408-554-4549; (fax) 408-554-4564

- Placements I History I Articles I Links Backto EastsideHome
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This sitewas designedby CaryChienand JillBrachhausenof Codesignand is
maintainedby webmaster@scu.eduLast Update01/10/99 Copyright1998
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Eastside Project Faculty
Anthropology/Sociology Department
Luis Calero, SJ
Intro. to Sociocultural Anthro
Peasant Societies (field trip)
Social Problems in America
K.ichiro Iwamoto
Human Service
Marilyn Fernandez
Population & Resources
Adv. Sem in Anthropology: Nutrition
Peg Graham
Health, Disease & Culture
Human Nutrition & Culture
Intro. to Sociocultural Anthro
Nicole Sault
Anthropology of Aging
Family and Kinship
Senior Project
George Westermark
Intro. to Sociocultural Anthro
Biology Department
Ed Plonka
William Eisinger
Communication Department
Brian Adams
Christine Bachen
Susan Burrowes
Rob Dewis
Vanessa Greenwood

Barbara Kelley
Laurie Mason
Paul Soukup, SJ
Karen Strother-Jordan

Biology & Aging
Economic Biology
Television Writing
Intro to Comm Processes
Intro. to Comm. Processes
Intro. to Comm. Processes
Public Speaking
Technology & Communication
News Gathering & Writing I
News Writing & Gathering II
Presenting News: Print ( new ESP web site)
Intro. to Comm. Processes
Intercultural Communication
Public Speaking

Counseling Psychology and Education
Jim Fleming, SJ
Urban Education & Multicult.
Carol Giancarlo
Abnormal Psychology
Community Health Ed .
Teaching Multicult. Society
Fannie Haughton
Exceptional Child
Steve Johnson, SM
Intro. to Community Studies
Pia Moriarty
Center of Performing Arts - Performance Studies, Theatre & Dance
Felix Alvarez
Chicano Theatre
Robert Bozina
Music in American Cultures
Nancy Wait-Kromm
Music in the Community
Engineering
Jeff Ota

Robotics

English Department
Judy Dunbar
Ron Hansen
Carol Rossi

Critical Comp. II: Honors
Writing in the Community
Teaching ESL

L: Shared\Faculty\Workshop\Pkfaclst.doc

as of 1/99

Ethnic Studies Program
Ramon Chacon
Janine Fujioka
Russell Rodriguez

Intro. to Chicano/a Studies
Racism in the US
Asian American Women
Chicano Community

History Department
George Giacomini

US: The 19th Century

Marketing
Tyzoon Tyebjee

Marketing Across Cultures

Modern Languages Department
Rose Marie Beebe
Irene Bubula-Phillips
Lucile Couplan-Cashman
Francisco Jimenez

Noriko Yoneji

Adv. Spanish I
Elementary Spanish III
Adv. French Conversation
Adv. Spanish Conversation
Mexican American Literature
Elementary Spanish III
Intermediate Spanish I
Intermediate Spanish II
Intermediate Spanish III
Advanced Japanese III
Elementary Span/sh II
Elementary Spanish III
Intermediate Spanish III
Advanced Japanese II

Political Science Department
Theodore Gonzalves

Ethnic Politics

Elsa Li

Maryellen Mori
Lucia Varona

Psychology Department
Tracey Kahan
Sonny Manuel, SJ
Tom Plante

Patti Simone
Tim Urdan

Connie Vincent
Eleanor Willemsen
Religious Studies Department
Margaret McLean
Paul Fitzgerald, SJ
Ana Maria Pineda, RSM

L: Shared\Faculty\Workshop\Pkfaclst.doc

Cognitive Psychology
Perception
Adv. Topics Clinical/ Abnormal
Abnormal Psychology
Adv. Topic Clinical/ Abnormal
Ethics in Psychology
Psych. as a Social Science
Psychosomatic Medicine
Psychology of Aging
Developmental Psychology I
Developmental Psychology III
Psychology of Education
Psychology of Aging
Developmental Psychology I
Developmental Psychology II
Christian Ethics
Faith, Justice & Poverty
Hispanic Spirituality: Guadalupe
Hispanic Theology
Intro. to Hispanic Tradition
as of 1/99
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COMMUNITY PLACEMENT (OUT-OF-CLASSROOM LEARNING EXPERIENCE.)
You are required to work at one of the approved community placements throughout the quarter
for a minimum of two hours per week. This change of scenery and social context will do wonders
to help you see yourself, the class material, and the world in a new way. Failure to meet this
requirement will result in an incomplete for the quarter and a half grade reduction of your final
grade.
The Placement Coordinator for the Eastside Project is available to assist you with placement
information, scheduling, and arranging transportation. The Eastside Project Office is located at
862 Market Street (across from Dunne Hall); telephone: 554-4549.
Sign-up times are at Benson Parlors as follows:
Tuesday, April I thru Friday, April 4th
Saturday, April 5

.

10:00 am - 6:00pm
I 1:00 am - 4:0_0pm

)

(5-y l't&"'!ei1 ,tt... m•I P"fehelo5y
While the textbook used in class provides a very sterile, tourist-like view of the Spanish speaking world, the
Eastside provides an opportunity to get closer to the culture and the lives of Spanish speaking people in the
community. While our students are expected to do what the Eastside program requests, we also require that
they keep a journal in Spanish. Every week the students will write a paragraph about what they observed or
experienced that day. Based on that experience they should make a personal reflection, describing how they are
affected, and hopefully project their thoughts on a community or society level. (Irene Bubula-Phillips, Elem.
Spanish III)

East Side Proiect ParticifZation and]Qurnal (100 points total, 20% of final grade)
Communication is context driven. There are tremendous opportunities to learn and grow
through participation in new and unfamiliar communication situations. Here, we learn about
our own styles of communication, about the preconceptions we bring to the communication
process, and about how culture and experience shape our communicative behaviors. An
Eastside Project placement provides an excellent opportunity for you to reflect on the issues
raised in class and make a link between these issues and the "real world." You will be provided
with weekly questions that will guide your journal entries. You will be required to hand in
your journals twice during the course but you should be sure to write up your thoughts right
after your weekly placement. We will incorporate discussions of your thoughts and
experiences with Eastside throughout the quarter. (c\ .. ;;e c~1,.., no, r.,+r0 . t<>Co,11,n. Pr,usscs)
Students are expected to engage in original research to fulfill this requirement. To
facilitate this process class participants are provided with the follo,ving options: 1) designing
and ca.rrying out an approved individual project_: 2) participating in an approved Eastside
Project placement; 3) participating in an approved placement with another another local
ag·ency (ex. Santa Clara County HUinan Rights Commission). All three options are expected
to require the same amount of work. The last two have the added feature of permitting inclass and conunwlity-based learning in a region with one of the oldest and largest Chicano
communities in the nation. In other words .. they promote the le.arning of both the theory and
£thfli(!, PoJ:-1.·cs)
practice of Chicano politics. (Je:..u.s Narti,Hz.--5'1-ld~fi'a.

'

Students will also participate in the Eastside Project, an academic support program through which they will
have the opportunity to use Spanish in a natural context and to learn from the life experiences of diverse
populations in the community. (Francisco Jimenez, Adv. Spanish Conversation)

EASTSIDE PROJECT PARTICIPATIO
N
1.
Each student
will be expected to participate
in the Eastside
EXCEPTIONS will
Project.
NO
be made for this requirement.
The sites
chos
students
en
will
the opportunity
give
to meet with Hispanics in the San
Jose area.
with them will enrich your clas
Your time
s study through your observation
of the site and
its reality
and conversations
that you may be privileged
to have with them on a
weekly basis.
For example:
What do you learn about the
Hispanic
(religious,
reality
economic, political,social,
cultural)
as
you
inte
r-ac
t
What questions
with
them.
do the particular
situations
that you encounter at your site
for you? How are the communities
raise
,
persons affected
by these situations?
find any connection
Do you
between their lived realities
and the course matter?
2. JOURNAL: You will be required
to keep a journal
of your weekly visits.
will be given during the course
Time
to reflect
on
you
r
experience
in
setting
a
sma
ll
of 5-6 students.
grou
p
Your journal
entries
should be brief
substance.
but with
Each entry should be approximately
2 pages in length (typed)
should consist
. It
of two parts:
1) description
of
session;
and 2) your personal
response
to the circumstances
of the session;
questions
and issues
raised
for you regarding
that are
the Hispanic reality
and
its
conn
ectio
n
to the course
content.
What have you learned from the
Hispanics that you inter-act
weekly basis?
with on a
What have you learned from them
about the Hispanic reality?
Please note:
Journal entries
should be kept in a Duo Tang fold
er.
all entries
Please keep
together.
Do not remove reviewed entries.
3.
EASTSIDE PROJECT CONSENTFORM
As part of the East side Project,
each participant
is provided with a consent form
that delineates
the rationale
for Eastside
Proj
ect
and the required
attendance
conduct,
and make-up policy.
4.

CONTACTPERSONS AT EASTSIDE OFF
ICE:
is critical
for students
with Eastside
Project
regarding
concerns,
questions
and other issues.
It

Contact:
a.
Shirley Okumura 554-4641
- for questions
regarding
placement,
attendance,
other concerns having to do with
the site.
b.
Rosalie Ledesma 554-5013
- questions
regarding
content matter,
quality
of
teaching
at site ...

sites

to

contact

staff
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Why do I use the Eastside Project in Intermediate Spanish?
Research in second language acquisition shows that the attitude a person has towards the
people speaking the language being learned affects the way a second language is acquired. In
addition, in the intermediate level, it is convenient that students get acquainted with different
Spanish speaking styles in order to understand not only the role that grammar plays in a foreign
language but also the sociolinguistics involved in human relations .
Wbile, the textbook used in our classes provides a the grammatical aspect oflanguage, the
Eastside Project provides an opportunity to learn from the life of Spanish speaking people not
represented in the text books. Moreover, this program helps students see that poverty,
homelessness, and unplanned aging are not the exclusivity of immigrants but rather serious
problems we find in our society today .

How are we going to use the Eastside Project in our Cultural Project in Intermediate
Spanish?
The East side Project will be used as another resource to the content of the class as much
as the textbook. We will use the Eastside Project experience in communicative exercises, group
discussions, and as the topic of the Final Oral Presentation to the class. Therefore, the
grammatical content of the class will be translated to real life first only describing what surrounds
us but later expressing our feelings, doubts, emotions, narrating, or describing what has happened
,inthe students' weekly experience in the community, and finally creating something tangible for
the person or the program where each student has been working during the quarter.

What do I expect from every student in relation to the Eastside Project?
•

I expect that every student will find a program where they will have to.work directly with a
Spanish speaking person. This person may be the recipient of the program, the instructor, or
the administrator. The point is that the student will have to use Spanish every time he/she
visits the site .

•

While the student is expected to do what the Eastside program requests, I also require that
every student keep a journal in Spanish in which the student will reflect upon the following
questions:
·

•

The first two weeks every student must describe the program
she/he is attending, the
person or people with whom he/she is working.
• The third and fourth week, students must make a connection
between their lives and
the life of the person (people) with whom he/she is working. Durin
g this phase, it is
important to find similarities and differences between their lives.
It is possible that
differences will come a lot easier than similarities. Nevertheless,
students must find
similarities as well.
• The fifth and sixth week in the program, students must reflec
t upon concrete things
they are learning from this experience. During this time it is impor
tant to see what has
every student learned about the Spanish language, and also about
themselves and.the
world.
• The seventh and eighth week, every student need to start thinki
ng about a concrete
thing that they can do for the person or the program with whom
they have been
working. It is possible that by this time, students will have found
many things they
would like to change in the program, or perhaps they have found
small things that
might help the person with whom they are working to improve
his/her life. During this
time, students must focus on doing whatever they found they
could do. In their
journal, I expect to find what they are doing, why they are doing
it, and how they feel
about it.
AT THE END OF THE QUARTER
WRITTEN REPORT

Every student will write a report based on the following phase
s. This report must be
written in Spanish and will count as your COMPOSITION IV.
•

Descriptive Phase: What, who, when, where, how? When answe
ring these questions,
students should make a reference to the Hispanic group that the
people with whom they
worked belonged. Most students will be working with Hispanics
living in the United States, .
however, it will be necessary to find out how long they have lived
in the United States and
how they have been able to keep their language. In this part of
the report, students will
comment on linguistic issues such as code switching, code mixin
g, and regionalisms they have
observed in their participant(s). Students must keep in mind that
many times the people with
whom they will be working may or may not know very much
about their cultural background.

•

Personal Interpretive Phase: How similar or different are our
lives? How did I feel? How
can I relate what happened in the.Eastside program with previo
us experiences in my own life?

·•

Critical Multicultural Phase: Why are things, like the ones
we observed in our Eastside
programs happening? What does language have to do with this?
How does this affect us as a
community of human beings regardless of our culture? Who benefi
ts from this situation?
How? and Why?

11·
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Creative/Transformative Phase: What can we do to change this reality? What would I
change and at which level (personal or social) to improve this situation? What could we do as
a group to help the agency with whom we were working?_

ORAL PRESENTATION:

Every student will find three or more students to form a group with whom they will share
what they have learned from the community. This information might come from their personal
j oumals and written_report.
Every group will have 20 minutes to present to the class. Students are encouraged to use
audiovisual aids for their presentation. They are also encouraged to be as creative as they can,
bringing to this presentation all types of art expressions they think they can incorporate. THE
ORAL PRESENTATION MUST BE IN SPANISH .

· THE STUDENTS' ROLE AS AUDIENCE OF THE PRESENTATIONS

Students presenting are strongly encouraged to involve the rest of the class in their
presentation. Every student in the audience must prepare two questions for the presenters
concerning the group's experiences .

GRADING OF THE CULTURAL PROJECT
8 Journal entries ..........................................
20-minute oral presentation ..............................
Two questions to the presenters .........................
Written report will be Comp. IV (5 points)
Total. .......................................................

8
5
2
15

PSYC 131: COGNITIVE
TOPIC PAPER:

PSYCHOLOGY

You will choose from one of two options:

OPTION 1-THEORETICAL/RESEARCH:
topic idea
Discuss recent research in Cognitive Psychology on a topic of your choice (run your
by pie first). Theoretical/research papers will be based on 8-10 background articles from
(from
primary sources, selected by the student, along with a minimum of 3 secondary sources
and will
textbooks, chapters, or review articles). Topic papers will be 10-12 type-written pages
use AP A format.

~PTION

-~

l

2-EXPERIENTIAL/ APPLIED/THEORETICAL:

(a) Experiential: participate in one of the selected Eastside placements; (b) Applied: observe
s of
"how" the principles of some aspect of cognitive psychology are important to the activitie
,
memory
of
es
principl
the individuals or groups involved in your Eastside placement (e.g.,
g);
attention, language, problem solving, imagery, pattern recognition, decision making/reasonin
you will discuss the applied aspects of your placement
(c) Theoretical: in your 10-12 page ~,
experience with respect to current cognitive theories related to your topic.
to
NOTE: If you would like to work with a "partner" on the paper, I would be willing
entertain this option IF: you and your partner develop an action plan for the paper that
this
clearly describes how you will actively collaborate in all phase of the project [Discuss
with me before beginning any planning].

PSYC 131: COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY
Winter, 1996

Dr. Kahan

Guidelines for OPTION 2 PAPER
EXPERIENTIAL / APPLIED / THEORETICAL
[Topic + Initial References DUE Tuesday, February 4]
[final paper due: Tuesday, March 11]

PART I: EXPERIENTIAL

For the first few weeks, "immerse" yourself in the Eastside Placement you have
selected. Get to know the people you are working with on a personal basis. Observe the
situation and how the people relate to the situation and others in the situation. Familiarize
and
yourself with the major activities of the placement and the challenges faced by the staff
participants.

PART II: APPLIED

Once you are well "oriented" to your placement, begin to notice the cognitive abilities
es
that are especially important to the individuals you work with. Are there particular challeng
in
children
they
Are
them?
for
these people face? For example, is English a second language
the process of acquiring language? Are they elderly people experiencing declining memory

f lC4h\pie.s from

I&/

abilities? Keep a placement "journal" for the next few weeks. In this journal, record your
observations and experiences as they relate to the cognitive abilities and challenges you
witness (be as specific as possible!). As soon as you feel ready, choose a particular cognitive
ability to focus your paper around:
Suggested Major Topics =
Sensory Memory
Pattern Recognition
Consciousness
Attention
Long Term Memory
Short Term Memory
Imagery Processes
Models of Memory
Language
Mnemonic Techniques
Concept Formation
Reading
Cognitive Development
Problem Solving
Reasoning
Comprehension and Memory for Text

•
•
•
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PART III: THEORETICAL
Locate and review background readings related to the topic you have chosen.
Minimum Sources:
* 4-5 secondary sources (chapter, textbook)
* 4-5 primary sources (e.g., review or empirical articles)
note: Journal articles must be more than 5 pages long to "qualify"
The reference list is typed on a separate page; in APA format)

Students may elect to perfon_n 14 hours of seivice in the Eastside Project and submit a summary paper of five
pages double-spaced descnbmg therr obseivat,on~ of the biology of aging. This would replace the 10 page final
paper. Stude?ts selectmg this opt10n must notify mstructor by April 8. Once selected this option cannot be
changed. ProJect must be completed by June 3. (Ed Plonka, Biology of Aging)

• t-•
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One final paper: The final paper (not to exceed 15 pages, typed, double-spaced, and well-written) will be based
on the student's volunteer work experiences as well as the theories, relevant research, and class-room
discussions. The journal submissions and writing assignments will help the students prepare for the final paper.
The topic chosen should be derived from the student's volunteer experience. Time will be devoted to methods
of integrating the lessons learned from volunteer experiences, theories, and research. Students are required to
submit a final paper outline for feedback on or before date. A brief outline of the points to be covered in the
final paper will be distributed in advance. (Marilyn Fernandez, Human Services)

Topic Paper-2
FORMAT REQUIREMENTS:

Note: You will turn in TWO copies of your paper.
Format: [Use APA format for a Review article; see the APA Publication Manual (1994) 4th
edition, section 1.04 and pp. 271-272]
*Title page [including your name, title of paper, and
institutional affiliation, page number, running head]
*100-150 word abstract
*Reference list [Use APA format]
*Minimum pages= 8, maximum pages= 12 of text (excluding title page, abstract,
and reference section); typed, double spaced, page numbers, running head
*Note: use 1" margins (rather than 1 1/2")
Content:
*Specific topic is up to you! Choose a topic from the list of major topics above;
select a specific topic from those suggested in the enclosed list, or select a specific
topic of your own [run it by me before you launch in, however!]
* In your actual paper, you will DISCUSS your experiences at the placement with
reference to recent theories related to your chosen topic. After summarizing at least two
theories you wish to contrast, discuss how your observations at the placement are consistent
or inconsistent with each theory. What does each theory do a good job of explaining from
your placement observations? What does each theory have a hard time explaining from your
placement observations?
*Include an introductory, overview paragraph describing the PURPOSE of the
paper. Also, at the end, include a CONCLUDING paragraph.
*Argue a point or position in your paper [i.e., take a "stance"]
Note: The paper you submit for this assignment must be your original work, in all respects.
In addition, the research for this paper should be original, that is, the paper (or parts thereof)
should not have been submitted for credit in another course. Violation of this requirement
constitutes plagiarism and would result in a minimum of no-credit for the paper.
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Required community learning experience: In order to increase awareness of ethics in daily life and
·the role of conscience, relationality and experience in the ethical task, it is expected that each student
will participate in an Eastside Project community placement (or the equivalent). The goal is the
development of the student's reasoned reflection skills and the engagement by the student of the world
beyond the classroom. Arrangements for Eastside Project sites are made through the Eastside Project
Office. Each student is to inform the instructor of his/her site on January 14th. (Note: Students who
wish to fulfill this assignment through an alternative community program must provide the instructor
with a written description of the program and get the permission of the instructor by Jan. 14th.) Your
signed Community Service Sheet (or a copy) or the approved equivalent must be submitted to the
instructor on March 11th at 2:15 pm in order to receive credit for participation in this portion of the
course and for the fmal reflection paper. Failure to do so may result in a failing grade for "class
participation" and on the reflection paper due March 11th. ( /\1argare t /vie Lea.n ,Ch r;s-t ;"" E#i<~)

Options for community Based Leaming and Active Participation: Both options involve experiential learning
and both options are linked to themes of the course: Language, Culture, and Identity, including Difference, and
Community. These choices help you develop awareness of a number of related issues, among them
interpersonal and intercultural communication, the role oflanguage in communication, cultural identity and
dislocation, the problem of stereotypes, respect for self and for others, economic and other historical problems
involved in immigration, economic, education, and environmental justice issues, including those involved in
migrant farm work, and of our search for common ground, for what can join us in building a just and humane
society, and thus creating community. (Judy Dunbar, Composition II: Honors)

We are all members of this rich and varied urban community yet, too often, our "learning world" becomes
limited to the SCU Campus. Students in this course will be exposed to useful academic resources and
irreplaceable community insights. They will be given an opportunity to become active members of our urban
community, study theories, of urban practice, and reflect on both .... Each student in this course is strongly
encouraged to participate in a weekly two-hour academically-based community placement. Most placements
will be set up through the staff at the Eastside project. The details of each placement will be negotiated between
the student and the instructor of this course following the advice and guidance of the Eastside project staff and
the staff at the community agency involved. (Jim Fleming, SJ, Urban Education)

Eastside Project Placement: Each student will be required to participate at an Eastside placement site to be
selected from a list approved by the professor as a location related to community health. Participation in an
Eastside placement is worth 5 % of the total grade for the course. (Carol Giancarlo, Community Health Ed.)

The methodology
will
rely
upon an hermeneutic
of communal
involvement
and personal
appropriation.
There will
be three
venues
for learning;
classroom
presentations
and discussions,
athome reading
and reflection,
and community-based
learning
experiences
will
nourish
personal
reflection
and scholarly
synthesis.
This will
find
expression
in two minor and two major writing
assignments.
The textual
sources
for our explorations
will
be
biblical,
theological,
and spiritual,
within
the contours
of the
Judeo-Christian
tradition.
Placement
at an Eastside
Project
or SCCAP service
program
promising
direct
contact
with poor or disadvantaged
people
is
essential
to the course.
The poor and the marginalized
will
be
your teachers
and your texts
as well.
Obviously,
they are to be
respected
and treasured.
(Pcu.l F,tz.s~ra.\J.,SJ, Fa.,fh,'S"ust.c:.c,o..nJP,,e,ty)

F.astside Placement and Journal
Although communication is the means by which we learn about ourselves and the social
world in which we live, many of the complexities of communication processes are secondnature to us and, therefore, surprisingly difficult to study. One goal of your participation in the
F.ast-side placement is to communicate and observe communication in a context that is new and
unfamiliar to you. This context makes complex rituals and practices more interesting, more
transparent, easier to observe and interpret. An F.astside placement (and a journal for
reflecting on your obsersvations and experiences) is a valuable requirement of this course
because it provides an excellent opportunity for you to reflect on the questions that will be
raised in the class. Attached to the syllabus are a list of questions to guide you in preparing
your journal entries, questions that will help you apply the class material to your placement.
You will be required to hand-in your journals twice during the course, but you should be
certain to write-up your thoughts weekly, while the experiences and your impressions are
fresh in your mind.

EASTSIDEJOURNALGUIDELINES
The purpose of the F.astside requirement is to provide you an opportunity to reflect on the
process of communication and the rules and rituals that become apparent when we are placed
in new situations. Journal entries should be made after each visit to your placement and
should be no less than one and one-half double spaced typed pages (this is just a guideline you can certainly hand write them and take more time, but this should act as a minimum). Do
not anguish about puttin,, your observations into fancy, academic language, but do be explicit
about how course concepts can be applied to your observations and experiences. Questions to
consider in your journal entries:
First entry:
1. Think about what preconceptions you bring about the people you will be working with.
Where did you learn those preconceptions? How were they communicated to you? How did they
influence the way you interacted with the individuals at your placement on your first visit?

Other entries:
2. What role has non-verbal communication played in your visit? Are there certain things that
you believe are not being expressed verbally (due to shyness, not really knowing one another).
but which you are picking up on non-verbally? Are you aware of your own non-verbal
communication?
(You can discuss one particular incident or a regular behavior that you have
observed.)
3. We have discussed how subjective human communication is and that the process is one of
constant negotiation. Consider an example of a moment or situation at the placement where you ,
seemed to be cross-communicating with someone ("you thought that she meant that you
·
meant ... "). What might ex-plain the different expressions of the same idea? How did you
ultimately figure it out (or did you?)?
4. If the director of the agency at which you worked asked you to do create a public service
announcement to raise money for their organization, what would you tell them must be taken
into consideration about the receivers? Who (or what) would you use as the source of your
message?
·

1

j.
Consider the way you communicate verbally when you are at the placement. Are there
certain rules to the conversations you have? Are they different from other conversations?
Why? What can you learn about the people you are working with by the way they use
language? What do you think they can learn about you?

•
•
•
•
•
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6. Consider the stages of relationships that Ruben sets out in Chapter 10. Can you apply these to
a relationship you have developed in the placement? How did it evolve? Do any of the factors
he lists as influencing patterns of a relationship apply? Do you recognize any of the relational
patterns that he describes in this chapter in your own relationships at the placement?
7. Are there evident groups at your placement? How do they define themselves? What role do
you think they play? Who appears to wield authority and how is that co=unicated?
8. If possible, observe media use at your placement (or talk to someone about how they use the
media). What functions does it serve for these individuals? Do they have favorite media?
Shows? Which are they and why?
9. Your placement has been designed to serve a particular population. Now given that
population, what is your own sense of how they are portrayed by our mass media? Are they?
1n what way? Do you believe this could be an important source of information for the larger
population? How could others use these media in the socialization process and what might be
the result?
10. Talk to some of the people at the placement or people who work at the placement. If they
;--ould create a television show, film, magazine, book .... about themselves or the people they work
How would it be different
-.ith, what would it be like? What would they try to co=unicate?
from what is out there right now?
·
Final entry:
11. Consider what role co=unication
has played in your experience. How has it helped you to
learn about the people you work with and yourself? Are you more aware of yourself as a
communicator? Has your ideas about the people at the placement changed? How and why? _Has
this been a helpful way to study co=unication
for you?
You are not restricted to these questions (better questions may occur to you) and need not
answer these in number order - address them as they help you organize and interpret your
observations and experiences. Not all questions are relevant to each placement site, which is
why there are more questions than there are weeks at the placement. Some questions may be
combined if you wish. Don't hesitate to ask me for advice if you are puzzled about how to
respond to these questions as the quarter progresses .

.Students will submit 2 journal assignments (that will be review3ed but not graded) on dates
specified in ihe syllabus. Students will also have to submit their sign-in sheets from their volunteer
placements along with their final paper.

Research Assignments
(1) Log Book you are required to participate in the East Side project by spending the minimum
of one hour/week (for 8 weeks) at the Alzheimer Activity Center in San Jose. You will keep a log
book of your activities and observations at this placement. Your log boo~ will be collecte_d
periodically throughout the course. The log book is worth 20'."' of ~our fmal grade ~nd will be
graded on your effort, insight and ability to relate class matenal with your ob_servations. .
\f'a.tt-i 5,.,..one, 1'~1c..>t•l•jy <>{ AS'"SJ
You will be given eight questions for the quarter. These questions should provide
opportunity for you to reflect on your Eastside Project experience and apply the
concepts that we are working with in class. I expect to see thorough reflection every
time you answer a question. I want to see that you are engaging the concepts from our
course. Go out on a limb. Try out your ideas and theories. Demonstrate_ that you are
enmeshed in the richness of the concepts of the week. This is your opportunity to roll
up your sleeves and wrestle with the notion of communication theory.
C(,\a_;' e. ('.I). l"'S 1'-C ' Te.tr' tc Cv ""I'() . t'roe,e;.s
c?s-)
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DEVELOPING
A COURSE
WITHA
COMMUNITY
SERVICE
COMPONENT
"Thereis a lot of workfor everyonein this course...few st11dentsconsiderthe coursewitho11tsome
anticipationof substantialeffort. It pays off. No coursehasgeneratedthesenseof achievement
and worthwhileendeavoramongstudents like this one."
- Patrick Henry, Ph.D, Assistant Professor of Sociology, Eckerd College

W

e often create divisions between "curricular work" and "extracurricular activities."

'

To suggest that one can learn from the combination of action and analysis is to
challenge traditions in education. We are often told that we should maintain an "academic distance" from the subject under study. We are instructed to leave the job of
teaching to "professionals." The development of community service components for
courses challenges other paradigms, such as the roles of professor and student. Can a
biology professor be expected to teach about hunger in urban communities? What if the
textbook doesn't correspond with what we experience in our communities? Drawing
experience into education raises questions about how and what we are taught.
At Wofford College (SC), the Psychology department offers the course '"Psychology in the Community." In this course, senior psychology majors apply their
psychological training by working a minimum of ten hours per week in a community agency. Community agencies include mental health centers, state
hospitals and the local alcohol and drug abuse commission.

'
'

"Attimes I stand in a

youths-their determi

• Whatarethe elementsofcourseswithcommunity
servicecomponents?

tion, their decency,th

Courses with community service components are taught in a variety of disciplines, with
differing focal points and formats. One element of these courses is community service
placements in community agencies or organizations. These placements may be weekly
commitments of a semester or longer, or one-time community service projects. They may
be optional or mandatory, and may involve group or individual projects.

saVV"f.I also notice

The inclusion of community service in a course does not mean an exclusion of academic
study. Traditional classroom tools including lectures, discussion, reading, writing, oral

manyof them a needf
discussionandrefiecti
a time to stop and co

presentations, and other assignments are essential to an understanding of the experience.

It is through these analytical methods that the areas of identity, experience and context
can be addressed. (See "Common Concepts", at the beginning of this chapter.) It is the
expression of learning, derived from experience, that is evaluated. The community
service experience remains as a route to learning more about housing policy or children's
literature, not as an activity for credit.
Community service components are more than "additions" to courses; integrating
community service into a course transforms the course material and the way in which it
is taught. Community service experiences often require facilitation and an adaptation of
standard teaching methods. Keep in mind that the kinds of questions and issues that
arise with a community service component will differ from those in courses that do not
involve direct experience. Flexibility and creativity are essential.

Chapter 5

to be doing, what th
are doing,and whatth
are havingdifficulty
ing.•
- RobertC

Ill

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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es
Courses with community service components have been taught in such disciplin
AmeriAfrican
as: Business, Sociology, Economics, Mathematics, Anthropology,
gy,
can Studies, Theater, Education, Urban Studies, Community Health, Psycholo
Studies,
Chicano
y,
Theolog
Studies,
s
Linguistics, History, Architecture, Women'
Geography, English, Public Policy, Political Science, Sign Language, Physical
Education, Public Administration, Biology,Asian American Studies, Communications, Geology, Gernontology, International Relations, Philosophy, Spanish,
American Studies, Religion, and Environmental Studies,

servicecomponent?
II Whydevelopa community

following list of
The importance of community service components is underscored by the
of community
benefits. It is important to remember that these are not inherent qualities
has
project
your
that
ensure
to
service components; deliberate steps must be taken
positive effects .
see "'Why
For a comprehensive rationale for the integration of education and action,
Education and Action" in Chapter 2: Educationand Action.

LJ

I

Change in education

At some
As the curriculum changes so do perceptions and definitions of education.
nal
educatio
the
with
nt
consiste
is
schools, integrating community service into courses
ons
philosophy of the institution, In other cases your project will challenge assumpti
about what and how information should be taught.
At the University of Minnesota (MN), students enrolled in the course "Recreation and Aging" are required to make five site visits to residences for senior
to
citizens. At each of these sites, students perform services which allow them
explore the practical applications of their course material;

Change in roles

and the
In addition to the changes in the curriculum, integrating community service
the comand
rators,
administ
curriculum often changes the roles that students, faculty,
teachers, and
munity play in the educational process. By seeing community members as
faculty and students as interactive learners, new possibilities can emerge.

Balance between theory and practice

our theories
While the community is not a "laboratory," we depend upon application of
nts
compone
to greater understand our attempts to solve problems. Community service
n"
may enable students to understand principles of theory through actual "hands-o
e,
interactiv
an
is
practice. And because the relationship between theory and practice
of experience .
dynamic one, the development of theory is equally improved through tests
The Cornell University's (NY)New York City Field Study Program is operated by
ce
their College of Human Ecology, The program offers a semester-long experien
3
For
k.
fieldwor
ity
commun
and
ps
that involves classroom instruction, internshi
tion,
organiza
sed
and a half days each week students work as interns at a NYC-ba
Internships range from business to agriculture to real estate and youth development. One day a week the students spend in a seminar conducted by a Cornell

80

Developing a Course with a Community Service Component
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faculty member, and one ha~ of a day participating in a community research
project under the supervision of College faculty members.

• Someoptions
Community

service components of courses can take many forms. The following

list

details some of the variables in designing such a course.
• These courses may have community service requirements (a certain number of hours

perweek,

a one-time community service project, etc.) These may be co-, pre-, or post- requisites.
At Elon College (NC), Dr. Richard Hood's freshman writing course "Writing and
Community" was so successful that it led to a campus-wide commitment to fight
illiteracy. Students in his class served three hours a week as literacy tutors and
used the experience as the basis for their writing assignments. With a grant from
the Council for Higher Education of the United Church of Christ, Elon plans to
expand the literacy tutoring component to other courses in English, business,
education, social sciences and human services as part of a campus-wide commitment to service and as a way to explore new ways of teaching. Parts of the grant
proposal were written by students from the original course and much of the
implementation of the new expansion will rest on the leadership of students.
• They may have an option to do community

service in lieu of other coursework.

'
Dartmouth College (NH}, offers the Anthropology course "The Political Economy of
World Hunger: the Problem and Solutions from Local-Level Perspective." The

',

course strives "to understand the world-wide ecological, political, and economic

'

framework of hunger and food production as these are experienced at the local
level." Students in this course carry out participant observations involving serving
in a soup kitchen or other food program.

1'

'

• They may include a suggested community
administrators, or students).

service option (assisted by the professor,

At the University of Minnesota (MN), philosophy Professor John Wallace encourages his students to become involved in community issues by attaching an
extra sheet to his syllabus.

In it he states that. "community involvement can

be a learning resource for philosophy and, in particular, for projects in this
course," and lists the campus address and phone number of the community
service office.

'

• Takingaction
Adding a community
problem.

service component to a course is more than a simple addition

The course and the community

service commitment must always change, in

however big or small ways, to account for this combination.

As noted in the "Principles

of Good Practice" (in Chapter 2: Educationand Action) "service, combined with learning,
adds value to each and transforms both."

Perhaps the most challenging aspect of com-

bining education and action is this integration.

Chapter 5
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At the University of Connecticut (CT), students enrolled in "Economics 112"
receive a "C" grade for mastery of basic material. In order to get a "B" grade,
students have the option of completing a community service project in a variety of
local agencies and organizations. Students must write three pages of reflections
on their experience and its relationship to economic systems.

I

Consider your goats
In the midst of forming partnerships and developing a plan it can be easy to lose your
sense of direction. Recall your goals and reevaluate them. What are areas that need
changing? Do your goals seem reasonable in light of what you have learned through
creating partnerships? What do you want participants of the class to learn? What
questions and answers should they take away from the experience? Revise and affirm
your goals in preparation for taking action. Consider your goals for the people who will
participate in the community service component.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•I
•I
I
I
I
I

ACTION-

The Mathematics department, the Business department, and the Computerscience department at Worcester State College (MA), offer courses in which
students provide approximately eight hours per week of free tax assistance to
the elderly and low-income community members.

Take stock
Look around you. Using the knowledge you have gained through researching education
and action on your campus and through creating partnerships, review your situation.
Map out obstacles you will face, and the areas from which you expect support.
Look at yourself. What skills and resources have you developed? What kinds of information about education and action are at your disposal? How have your research skills
and ability to work with people improved? Continue the process of educating yourself
throughout this project.
At Connecticut College (CT), students enrolled in the course "Origins and
Consequences of Adult Illiteracy" spend three hours in a weekly seminar and
six hours tutoring inmates at one of several local prisons. Fifteen professors
from seven departments developed the course. The course was funded by a
grant from the Student Literacy Corps.

Find some toots or examples
In this book and others, look for examples and tools which will help you develop a
component. Find examples and success stories on your own campus. Look at other
ways of holding discussions about working in the community. Consider adopting
evaluation methods used by other courses.

/B\

/(jl At Oberlin College (OH). the Experimental College offers the course "Practicum

\g

~ at a Battered Women's Shelter.·

The course addresses prevention strategies
for women, institutional responses, and alternatives for survivors. Students
are required to provide basic peer counseling, answer crisis calls, and lead
children's playgroups at a local shelter for battered women. The coursen
involves guest lectures, readings, and discussions.
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Phone. Write. Fax. Mode
m. Visit.

Make contact with other inst
itutions that offer courses wit
h community service components, such as those mentioned
in this book. Speak to differen
t people on campus and ask
them for advice and a critical
evaluation of the courses.
At many campuses Peace and
Social Justice Studies departm
ents offer courses
that bridge the gap between theo
ry and practice. At Fordham Uni
versity(NY),the
Peace and Justice Studies pro
gram has offered such courses
as
"Ac
tion Research
in the Modem Community" and
"Social Justice and CityPolitic
s."
At
Villanova
University (PA),the Center for
Peace and Justice Education offe
rs traditional
courses and a three-night, nin
e-hour seminar called a "mini cou
rse" that allows
students to discuss contempor
ary issues.

Focus on course structure

It is important to be familiar
with the structure of the course
which your are modifying.
Be sure to understand the goa
ls, curriculum, method of inst
ruc
tion, method of evaluation,
assignments and expectations,
roles of faculty and students,
and other details about the
structure, function, and develop
ment of the class. What does
the professor see as the
strengths and weaknesses of
the class? What do the students
like
and dislike about it?
How does it fit into the curricu
lum of the department in whi
ch it is taught? Where does it
fit into the curriculum of a stud
ent who is majoring in the dep
artment? a student who is
not majoring in the department?
Who takes the course? Why
do they take it? Is the
credit granted for this course
applicable to a requirement?
By
exa
mining the structure of
the course closely you can sha
pe the component to support
stro
ng
parts of the course and
attend to weak points.
At Nazareth College (NY),Spanish
majors serve as interpreters at
the polls on
election days. The Speech and
Language department offers free
test
ing for
children in Rochester area at spe
cial clinic offered twice per yea
r.
Stu
dents,
supervised by their professors,
administer the tests. (Campus
Compact)

Focus on the community
service program

I

Will an existing community
service project or program bec
ome a component of the
course? Which community mem
bers does it involve? What do
you and members of the
community see as its strengths
and weaknesses? How much
tim
e does it require from
volunteers? What skills do the
volunteers need? How much
training time do they need
before beginning the project?
What are the goals of the pro
ject
? By examining the
structure of both the course and
the community service experie
nce you can focus on
integration and not just additio
n.
Messiah College (PA)offers a
two-semester sequence of cou
rses on, and involving, community service. In the
spring semester, students are
prepared for a
summer service experience of
at least four weeks. The college
director of servicelearning helps students find sum
mer placement. Duringthe sum
mer, the students
keep journals to document and
reflect on their experiences. In
the
fall semester,
students take a course which
emphasizes reflection on their
experiences, writing
assignments, and the develop
ment of personal philosophies
of service. The
course focuses on the history
of voluntarism, the relationship
of culture to service,
and the causes of and solution
s to social problems. (Campus
Compact)

!
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Consider how integration
will affect the course
In thinking over how the course
will change, consider the topics
listed below. Work with
your partners to revise the old
and create the new.

I
I
I
I

"People have become
house buildersby building·
hauses, harp players by
playingthe harp. Wegrow
to be just by doing things
that are just.·
- Aristotle

• Thegoalsof the course. Are they
changed by including a commun
ity service project?
Can they still be met, or do
students change?

others need to be created? How
will expectations of

• The methodof instruction. Will lect

ure format work? What about
people who want to
discuss personal reflections?
Will you need teaching assistan
ts to lead discussion
groups? Do you want to encour
age students to work together
on assignments? Consider using site visits to agencie
s, lectures from the community,
and other
instructional techniques. How
could you combine different type
s of instruction?

• The curriculumof the course. Con
side

r how the curriculum of the cou
rse will change.
Which readings should be add
ed, and which are obsolete? Wh
ich
pers
pectives do you
want represented in the course?
For instance, if you are workin
g
in
an
African American community what kind of liter
ature would you want to include
? What readings can
be used to prepare the students
for the experience? What kind
s can you include to help
them understand what they are
experiencing?

I

I
I
I
I
I

• The evaluationmethods. Are the
standards, method, and form
of evaluation appropriate
given the changes? Work with

partners to develop evaluation
standards and processes
which reflect the changed goals
and practice of the course.
For further discussion of evaluat
ion of students work in courses
with community
service components, see "Making
the Grade" in Chapter 6: A Clo
ser Look.

The Joint Educational Project (JE
P) at the University of Southern
California
(CA) is an office which works with
faculty to develop community
serv
ice components to their courses. Over 60
departments from many differen
t schools of
the University have participated
. For further discussion of this
pro
gram see
Chapter 7: Course and Program
Profiles

I
I

.

Consider how integration wil
l affect the community servic
e placement
Combining a course and a com
munity service project will also
cha
nge
the community
service placement, and the way
the individuals perform commun
ity service. It is important to consider the following
topics:

I

• The relationsh1to
j:,the agency. Com

bining a course with a commun
ity service project can
change the working relationship
with an agency. Elements of the
agreement, such as
modifications in the required
time commitment, issues of con
fide
ntia
lity, and method
of training and orientation may
change. Work with your partners
to
redefine the work
agreement with students, facu
lty, administrators, and the age
ncy.

• The agency'sresponsib/itielo
s the vol

unteers.Volunteers are not free.
How much time
will it take for the agency to acc
ommodate new volunteers? How
muc
h time and
other resources are they willing
to devote to the project? What
kind
of
a commitment
do you want from them?
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community issues they are bound to
, The methodof service. If students are studying
in which the
ces they are providing. Consider the ways

'

consider the kinds of servi
ideas raised in class. What if the class finds
method of service may be affected by the
ned to provide? Try to create ways in
fault with the kinds of services they are assig
cy and to others involved in community
which students can offer advice to the agen

h

service.
t? What is the process through which
• Accountability.Who is in charge of the componen
tors, and
are faculty, students, administra
other people can provide input? To whom
partners, develop clear systems of commucommunity people responsible? With your
ved.
nication and accountability for everyone invol

ions students ask of themselves and
• Learningprocessandoutcomes.The kinds of quest
ct. How

e or community service proje
others will be different than in the original cours
will their personal reaction will be different?
will the kinds of learning be different? How

isn't enough money to rent a
. best of intentions can be thwarted when there
• I.ngisiticsThe
ng, time comyour operation (such as fundi
van. Make a list of "nitty gritty" elements of
rces), and work through each task with
mitments, use of program and department resou
your partners.

l'.\

p

if

5

0

of experience, identity, and context?
How might your course address questions
their experiences working as
Will students have an opportunity to discuss
ify which values and influences
literacy tutors? Will they get a chance to ident
unity, or what the ability to read
led them to be interested in serving their comm
investigate the causes and possible
has meant to them? Will they be asked to
solutions of illiteracy in their community?
o State University (CA)students
At the Political Science Department of San Dieg
work at the San Diego Mediation
take a conflict mediation workshop and then
and international dispute resolution.
Center as part of the curriculum on national
ersity)
(Haas Center for Public Service, Stanford Univ

Consider roles
both
within the classroom, a shift which can be
Changing a course alters the relationships
find
may
r of this course and component, you
refreshing and frustrating. As a co-designe
, or driving the van. The "text'' may no
yourself teaching, administering, facilitating
r
the teacher. The agency volunteer coordinato
longer be something held in the hands of
to
Talk
.
ntations, or train a lot of volunteers
may be called upon to make in-class prese
feel comfortable assuming. Work with
people to determine what kinds of roles they
rces they may need to assume those roles.
them to develop the kinds of skills and resou
to develop the kinds of skills and
For suggestions on how to work with people
roles, see Chapter 4: Teaming Up.
resources they rnay need to assume different
and Virginia State University (VA)has
The YMCAat Virginia Polytechnic Institute
in which students spend 9 hours
developed a course, "Project Home Repair"
tion projects in local cornmunities.
per week working in home repair and visita
Sociology, Appalacian Studies,
The course is offered in five departments:

i

t

I

l
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Geography, Family and Child Development, Housing, Interior Design, and
Management. The suggested reading lists vary by department, and students
are responsible for attending at least 12 two-hour seminars which address
such topics as Appalachian culture, economic and policy issues in the community, and rural gerontology. Students keep a journal, present two oral reports,
attend conferences with the department sponsor, and complete a selfevaluation. The sponsoring agency also evaluates each student.

Strike a balance
In some courses the community service component occupies a lot of time both in actual

work and in class discussion and assignments. In others the reading and other parts of
the course are primary, the experience secondary. You will have to balance interests, for

instance, of an agency which requires a hefty time commibnent, a professor who demands extensive reading and writing, and a class full of biology majors who are simultaneously writing medical school applications. You will be required to perform a delicate
balancing act.

f
0

How do your plans include concepts of cultural difference? What kinds of
communities will you work in? Are the cultures of those communities represented in the course syllabus? Is there space for students' discussion of
multicultural issues? of different definitions of service? See the section,
"Multicultural Education and Community Service" in Chapter 6: A Closer Look
for further discussion of this topic. See also the examples of University of
California, Los Angeles, and California State University, Hayward in this chapter.
At the University of California at Los Angeles (CA), the course "Field Studies
and Asian Pacific Communities" prepares students for community work "by
exploring contemporary issues facing Asian Pacific communities and various
field studies techniques, such as conducting interviews, data collection and
analysis, social surveys, and participant observation." Students work in small
groups to write term papers on Asian-American communities of their choice.
The term paper includes a demographic analysis, a survey of community
organizations and institutions, and an assessment of the community's socioeconomic or cultural needs.

Keep it simple
You may want to begin by making community service an option for the course, or
working with only a few people in the class for one term. In any case, don't bite off more
than you can chew; you may do more harm than good to your partners. If you feel
you're getting in over your head, stop, take stock of your position, and re-strategize.

f
0
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After your project is completed, consider your personal goals. Find your
personal mission statement and refamiliarize yourself with your initial goals.
Consider writing an evaluation of your experience based on your personal goal
statement. Consider the following questions:

Developing a Course with a Community Service Cqmponent
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Did I fulfill my personal objectives? why or why not?
with my partners change during this project?
• How do my current goals compare to my original goals?
• What did I learn about myself?
• What did I learn about education? about action? about combining education and action?

• How did my relationships

DJ
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PRINCIPLES
ANDLEARNING
SERVICE
IN COMBINING
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from the Johnson Foundation's
following section is excerpted, with permission,
in Combining Service and Leaming,"
1989 special report, "Principles of Good Practice
izations and practitioners who saw the
a compilation of advice from hundreds of organ
the report are available from the Johnson
need for a common set of guidelines. Copies of
344.
Foundation, Racine, WI, 53401-0547,(414) 681-3

I

and Learningrepresent twenty years of
The Principlesof GoodPracticein CombiningService
n. They should be used both as
accumulated wisdom in uniting education and actio
ssion. As general principles, they must
guidelines and as a springboard for further discu
these principles both as they relate to
be adapted to suit your specific situation. Consider
you plan. Are these principles
your current community service programs and while
service program? Do they address
consistent with the operations of your community
tion and action? Try to develop your
what you see as important issues in uniting educa
tion and action.
own principles of good practice for combining educa

II Preamble

cipationin communitylife. We have
We area nationfounded upon activecitizenshipand parti
It is crucialthat servicetowardthe
always believedthat individualscanand shouldserve.
ethat serviceprogramsof high quality
commongoadbe combinedwith reflectivelearninglo assur
idualsappreciatehaw servicecan be a
can be createdand sustainedover time,and to helpindiv
with learning,addsvalue to eachand
significantand ongoingpart of life. Service,combined
darethus ableto developthe informed
transfannsboth. Thosewhoserveand thosewho areserve
capacityto contributeto the commongood.
judgment, imaginationand skills that leadlo a greater
veareessentialcomponentsof good
The Principlesthatfallowarea statementof what we belie
particularneedsand purposes.
practice. We invite you lo use them in thecontext of your

II Theprinciples

onsibleand challengingactions for the

1. An effective programengagespeople in resp
commongood.

learning should engage in tasks that
Participants in programs combining service and
actions should require reaching beyond
they and society recognize as important. These
. Active participation - not merely
one's range of previous knowledge or experience
lity for one's actions, involves the right to
being a spectator or visitor - requires accountabi
to experience the consequences of those
take risks, and gives participants the opportunity
actions for others and for themselves.
opportunitiesfor people
2. An effective programprovidesstructured
on their service experience.

to reflect critically

either significant learning or effective
The service experience alone does not insure that
build in structured opportunities for
service will occur. It is important that programs
what they have learned. Through
participants to think about their experience and
on moral questions and relevant issues,
discussions with others and individual reflection
responsibility, advocacy and active
participants can develop a better sense of social
personal growth and is most useful
citizenship. This reflective component allows for
Principles of Good Practice
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when it is intentional, continuous throughout the experience, and when opportunity for
feedback is provided. Ideally, feedback will come from those persons being served as
well as from peers and program leaders.
3. An effective program articulates clear service and /earninggoals for everyone
involved.

From the outset of the project, participants and service recipients alike must have a clear
sense of: 1) what is to be accomplished and 2) what is to be learned. These service and
!earning goals must be agreed upon through negotiations with all parties and in the
context of the traditions and cultures of the local community. These goals should reflect
the creative and imaginative input of those providing the service as well as those receiving it. Attention to this important factor of mutuality in the service-learning exchange
protects the "service" from becoming patronizing charity.
4. An effective program allows for those with needs to define those needs.
The actual recipients of service, as well as the community groups and constituencies to
which they belong, must have the primary role in defining their own service needs.
Community service programs, government agencies and private organizations can also
be helpful in defining what service tasks are needed and when and how these tasks
should be performed. This collaboration to define needs will insure that service by
participants will: 1) not take jobs from the local community and 2) involve tasks that will
otherwise go undone.
5. An effective program clarifies the responsibilitiesof each personand organization
involved.

Several parties are potentially involved in any service and learning program: participants
(students and teachers, volunteers of all ages), community leaders, service supervisors
and sponsoring organizations, as well as those individuals and groups receiving the
services. It is important to clarify roles and responsibilities of these parties through a
negotiation process as the program is being developed. This negotiation should include
identifying and assigning responsibility for tasks being done, while acknowledging the
values and principles important to all the parties involved.
6. An effective programmatches serviceprovidersand service needs througha process that recognizeschangingcircumstances.

Because people are often changed by the service and learning experience, effective
programs must build in opportunities for continuous feedback about the changing
service needs and growing service skills of those involved. Ideally, participation in the
service partnership affects personal development in areas such as intellect, ethics, crosscultural understanding, empathy, leadership and citizenship. In effective service and
learning programs, the relationships among groups and individuals are dynamic and
often create dilemmas. Such dilemmas may lead to unintended outcomes. They can
require recognizing and dealing with differences.
7. An effective program expects genuine, active and sustainedorganizationalcommitment.

In order for a program to be effective, it must have a strong, ongoing commitment from
both the sponsoring and the receiving organizations. Ideally, this commitment will take
many forms, including reference to both service and learning in the organization's

Chapter 2
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mission statement. Effective programs must receive administrative support, become line
items in the organization's budget, be allocated appropriate physical space, equipment
and transportation, and allow for scheduled release time for participants and program
leaders. In schools, the most effective service and learning programs are linked to the
curriculum and require that faculty become committed to combining service and learning
as a valid part of teaching.
8. An effective program includes training, supervision, monitoring, support, recognition
and evaluation to meet service and learning goals.

The most effective service and learning programs are sensitive to the importance of
training, supervision and monitoring of progress throughout the program. This is a
reciprocal responsibility and requires open communication between those offering and
those receiving the service. In partnership, sponsoring and receiving organizations
should recognize the value of service through appropriate celebrations, awards and
public acknowledgement of individual and group service. Planned, formalized and
ongoing evaluation of service and learning projects should be a part of every program
and should involve all participants.
9. An effective program insures that the time commitment for service and learning is
flexible, appropriate and in the best interests of all involved.

In order to be useful to all parties involved, some service activities require longer participation and/or a greater time commitment than others. The length of the experience and
the amount of time required are determined by the service tasks involved and should be
negotiated by all the parties. Sometimes a program can do more harm than good ii a
project is abandoned after too short a time or given too little attention. Where appropriate, a carefully planned succession or combination of participants can provide the
continuity of service needed.
10. An effective program is committed to program participation by and with diverse
populations.

A good service and learning program promotes access and removes disincentives and

barriers to participation. Those responsible for participation in a program should make
every effort to include and make welcome people from differing ethnic, racial and
religious backgrounds, as well as those of varied ages, genders, economic levels, and
those with disabilities. Less obvious, but very important, is the need for sensitivity to
other barriers, such as lack of transportation; family, work and school responsibilities;
concern for personal safety; or uncertainty about one's ability to make a contribution.
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Edited for the National Center for Service-Learning, ACTION,
by Barry Fenstermacher from Dobbs Ferry, New York, as part of
"Curriculum-Related Volunteer Service," a concise guide that
is one of 14 in a series from NCSL now available from the
National Society for Internships and Experiential Education,
3509 Haworth Drive, Suite 207, Raleigh, NC 27609.
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MANY COMMUNITYSERVICEPROGRAMSin high schools and
colleges begin as extra-curricular activities designed primarily to
provide community service and good will for the schools or colleges
involved. As these program grow, coordinators often discover
ways to meet community needs on a more consistent basis. They
also become increasingly aware of the educational benefits inherent
in community service. When teachers, program coordinators, and
agency personnel cooperate to combine learning and community
service in the same activity, many new opportunities emerge for
students, institutions, and the community.
In these days of increasing concern about educational quality,
educators want to be sure that traditional course offerings continue
to cover all required material. Some are rightly critical of innovations that might lower quality or standards by reducing class time
devoted to basic skills and other essential learning. Yet, classroom
teachers and administrators have long been aware ot and committed to, certain types of experiential education that solidify and
reinforce work presented in the classroom.

A Development

the special abilities of teachers or other educators, while the latter
stages depend mostly on the skills of the community-based agency
staff. Keep in mind that the goal is to blend service and learning goals
and activities in such a way that the two reinforce each other and produce
a greater impact that either could produce alone.
1. Examine the educational

H

J;

initiate the process; however, the beginning stages rely primarily on

Process

The success of ,'infusing" service-learning into a high school or
college curriculum depends primarily on the ability of teachers,
service-learning coordinators, and agency staff to work coopera-

\:

National Societyfur internships and ExperientialEducation

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

goals and objectives of the class or
academic department involved. Identify specifically what students are required to learn: the knowledge, skills, understandings, or attitudes listed as course or curriculum goals.
Identify one or more specific concepts, objectives, or skills, the
achievement of which could be enhanced, reinforced, or otherwise developed through participation in the community service
activities.
Write one or more learning objectives that describes the desired
outcome or impact on the students of a combined service-andlearning experience.
Describe in detail the activities that service-learning students
might undertake, both in the classroom and in the community,
to achieve the objectives listed in Step 3.
Design an evaluation procedure to measure student achievement of these objectives. Possibilities include written or oral
exams, papers, interviews, questionnaires, observations, skill
assessments, or other indicators of learning. (See the chapters of
this resource book on assessing students' learning.)
Select the most appropriate activities from Step 4 above; if there
are several, arrange them into a logical teaching order to fit the
course outline.
Find or develop community service placements that will provide students with the activities or experiences listed in Step 6.
Keep in mind the need to enable students to achieve the service
and learning goals established above.
Develop a detailed teaching strategy for the course that includes
both classroom and community service activities. These will
probably include orientation to community service, specific job
training, and on-site supervision.
Decide who will be responsible for each aspect of the overall
service-and-learning experience. Assign appropriate tasks to
the teacher, service-learning coordinator, agency personnel, onsite supervisor, and other participants.
Design student contracts, reference sheets, attendance records,
supervision forms, and other materials required to define,
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the project in both its
learning and service aspects. Distribute
these to the appropriate
parties along
with instructions for the
ir use.

Program Examples

TI1ctwo examples presen
ted here, although very
trate how teachers, ser
different, illusvice-learning coordina
tors, and agency officials can work together
to create efficient and
effective programs
that combine curriculu
m-related
learning and communit
service.
y or public
Case 1: The Departm
ent of Gerontology

oriented

university

requires

j

l'

an "Introduction

in a large, research-

to Gerontology''
course for all first-year
graduate students. Al
though successful in
traditional ways, the
course has recently be
en "infused" with a
community service req
uirement in order to
meet one of the major
course objectives more
successfully. The learn
inggoal for the Gerontology students is to
acquire a deeper unde
rstanding of the problems encountered by
home-bound elderly
citizens. The service/earning activity through
which students arc to
achieve this goal is a
series of weekly visits
with home-bound sen
iors, to provide friend
ship and personal conta
ct, to identify medical
or other needs, and to
locate services in the
community that can
meet the needs of the
citizens. This course
se
has been designed in
cooperation with the
university's
Office of Service-Learn
ing

,
which also assigns
trains visitor teams, mo
and
nitors their activities,.
and provides ongoing
evaluation for use by
course instructors.

Case 2: The high schoo
l art department in a
medium-sized city
recently sponsored stu
dent tours of the local
art museum. In the
course of these visits,
Latino studen
tours of young Latin
o studen

!
·I

FACULTY

monitor, and evaluate

t

f1\

ISSUES AND IDEAS:

ts

expressed

interest in leading

ts,. with an emphasis
excellent collection of
on viewing the
paintings by Latino art
ists. They agreed to
enroll in the high sch
ool's Art History cours
e and to do special
preparation on the liv
es and works of the
school's Art History
course and to do specia
l preparation on the
lives and works of the
Latino painters whose
works were displayed
in the museum. In
preparing to lead tours
of younger children a
year hence, however,
the high school students
felt that it would enha
nce their project if
the identification sig
ns near each painting
were written in Spanish
as well as in English. Th
ey agreed to translate
the existing signs and
to add a small amount
of information to the
m if the museum wo
uld

INFUSING

SERVICE-LEARNING

INTO TIIE CURRICU
LUM
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pay for the signs. This
was agreed to, and the
signs no.w benefit both
young and adult Span
ish-speaking visitors
to the museum. The
learning goal for the
high school students
was to become familia
with the leading Span
r
ish painters, their liv
es and works. The
service-learning activitie
s which reinforced and

ing was the res

earch, writing,. and
production
leading of tours of La
tino children.
Other examples

extended this learnof the signs, and the

of curric

ulum-related
community service
clude:
in• A high-school Ecolo
gy class learning to
take and analyze
wJler s.:1mples from the
local river, offering the
results to the town"s
W,1tcr Department,
furnishing written rep
orts of their findings
industries located on
to
the river,. preparing
an article for the loc
newsp.:1pcr and radio
al
station, and surveying
community attitudes
on related ecological
issues.
• College bi-lingual
students teaching En
arrived refugees.
glish to newly• High school secretari
al

students teaching eld
operate duplicating ma
erly citizens to
chines and to lay out a
newsletter so they can
publish a periodical de
voted to issues related
to aging.
• University students
helping mentally retard
group home to dress
ed citizens in a
themselves and to use
public transportation.
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COMMUNITYSERVICE
WRITINGIN AN
ADVANCEDCOMPOSITIONCLASS
KarisCrawford

-h'or\'\:PRAXISI
A faculty Casebook on
Community Service Learning
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JeffreyHoward
Series Edilon; /oseph Galura and Jeffrey Howard
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OCSL Press
Univenily of Michigan
Office of Communily Service l1:aming
2205 Mkhigan Union
A11nArbor, Michigan 4Ul09
(313) 76J-J54H

(J13J 763-13116 (fn)

Backgroundof PracticalEnglish
Practic-dl English, as it was originally developed in the mid-1980s at the
University of Michigan, was a workshop simulating a business or professional
environment by means of extensive peer evaluation, student consensus on
writing assignments, an<l, most prciminently, a corpomte project devised and
executed by the class as a whole (Rabkin & Smith, 1990). Each of these elements
of the course was interlocked through a complex syllabus, with direction from
the instructor but with considerable input from the workshop members.
Peer evaluation was carried out primarily in four-student editing groups,
assigned by the instructor at the beginning of the term with regard for balance
of gender and race. Members of each group learned to edit their own writing-an ultimate goal of the course-by editing the writing of their peers, with the
instmctor monitoring the progressive revision of each assignment. In my
management of Practical English, student editors strengthened their grammatical expertise each week from my brief interactive lectures. Material started out
simple (comma mies, common pronoun errors) and gradually required more
critical thought (patterns of development, sentence variety, transitions).
Writing assignments were varied to simulate· the multiplicity of writing
modes that students might encounter in life beyond college, and students
worked on assignments of different length simultaneously. For example, I set
up ideas for letters to the editor or letters to public officials by playing a
videotape of a controversial segment from a recent television newsmagazine
program. Students could adopt the persona of any of the people involved in
the controversy or they could voice the concern of an ira.te citizen of their own
description. We did memos, press releases, process descriptions, and prospectuses in a similar fashion, always reaching consensus in class on the purpose,
audience, and length of each assignment.
A key set of four assignments centered on rotating formats: the four
members of each editing group attended an event together. Then one member
wrote a 250-word summary, one wrote a 60-second radio commercial, one
wrote a 500-word newspaper review, and one wrote a 1000-word critical
analysis. For the second event, the assignment rotated, so that after four events
each member had cycled through all formats. As the instructor, I set the events
(Let's Go to Dinner, Let's Go to a Movie, for example), but the students were
~,,. ''I I# XK"'&'·1N::stm:t:Q'ii"fiP22'lttfG7'11P'FNS'I'
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free to pick their venue and accommodate their schedules. In peer editing this
set of assignments, we often regrouped the class so that all the summary writers
edited each other's summaries, all the commercial writers edited each other's
commercials, and so forth (Rabkin & Smith, 1990).
The corporate project was the term-long assignment, and the tenets of the
course required that it include everyone in the class, involve substantial writing
and speaking, and address some social need outside the classroom. This project
went beyond editing-group boundaries and was totally open to class decision;
I turned over all debate to the students themselves. With va1ying levels of
commitment and of success, sections in different terms chose a wide range of
corporate projects: a booklet of interviews with senior citizens, a multicultural
fair for elementary students, a newsletter for Michigan troops stationed with
Operation Desert Storm, a drug-abuse education program for middle-school
youth. Between the corporate project and the series of overlapping assignments
throughout the term, each student produced finished prose of about 25 to 30
pages, not including mandated drafts.
I taught a number of highJy successful sections of Practical English in this
form between 1988 and 1992, attracting primarily seniors. These students,
drawn from many departments, needed to fulfill an upper-levd writing
requirement and wanted to gain skills for the workplace. Clearly, Practical
English, even in its original form, accomplished many of the goals of servicelearning by empowering students to direct their own education and by basing
that education in the world outside the university. The course was very popular
and became known on campus as an excellent path to writing improvement.

Frequently during these years of Practical English some members of each
class would propose specific community service as a corporate project only to
be voted down by students intent on producing an independent creation. For
instance, a proposal to write a booklet on handicap accessibility needed by the
ca.mpus Services for Students with Disabilities lost narrowly one term. In
another term a student's idea of leading tours and writing brochures for a local
museum was defeated. As successive classes of Prnctical English opted for
innovative projects, finding a totally new one became more difficult for
students.
In addition, although the course received high marks in standardized
evaluations (consistently above 75th percentile), students regularly made two
complaints. First, the fundrajsing imposed by the costs of printing and
distributing written materials or producing programs was burdensome. Almost
all students had participated in fundraising for extracurricular organizations on
campus and wanted their advanced composition course to be directed more
toward writing. Second, the inevitable haggling over the choice and execution
of a project conducted by up to 40 people could get exasperating. In lively
classroom interchanges, I always pointed out the utility of such group
experience for the workplace. Students accepted this argument but still
repeatedly found the level of uncertainty and of bickering too high.

cm
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In 1992, when I was seeking alternatives for a corporate project, the work
of the Office of Community Service Leaming at the University of Michigan came
to my attention. Though this office knew of no individual local agency needing
the writing skills of the 30 to 40 students in a section of Practical English, the
st<1ffwere able to formulate a Hst of 12 community service agencies that had
writing needs and from which small groups within a Practical English section
could choose. These agencies, all near campus or on the city bus Jine, included
the county child care network, a tutoring program, two teen crisis centers, a
shelter for battered women, the state Depattment of Social Services, the local
chapter of the American Red Cross, a network for low-income youth, a prisoner
reintegration agency, an anti-racist education office, and an agency for women
re-entering the job force in midlife.
The Office of Community Service Learning provided a brief description of
the written work needed at each agency as well as the name and number of
a person who had agreed to serve as liaison. These established agencies, it
should be noted, deal with clear-cut social needs in the community and are not
significantly oriented toward student internships in writing. But because
students would not be doing their writing assignments at the agency sites, less
agency supervision would be required than with some other forms of servicelearning. The situation was nearly ideal for a first nm at community service
learning for an advanced writing course.

A Studyof the Effectsof Service-Learning

Problemswith PracticalEnglish

76

The Roleof the Office of CommunityServiceLearning
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In the first term that I tried community se1vice learning, I was teaching two
sections of Practical English and decided to investigate whether writing as
service-learning enhanced the level of academic engagement amongst my
students. The syllabi of the two sections I studied were identical in content
except that the control section did a standard self-initiated independent
corporate project and the experimental section was broken up into small groups
to write for nonprofit agencies. There were 32 students in the control group and
30 in the experimental group.
In both sections the students followed the curriculum described above.
They completed the demanding series of classroom assignments, including
writing memos, letters, critical analyses, reviews, summaries, press releases, and
other forms commonly used in business and professional life. Also in both
sections, students participated in dass sessions on techniques for writing
improvemc-:nt and worked with four-person editing groups for intensive
revision and peer evaluation.
In the control section J asked each student to come up with a proposal for
a whole-class corporate project. Students then narrowed down proposals in
their editing groups and eventually settled on one class project: a booklet on
campus life targeted at first-year students. Unable to agree on one subject for
this booklet, the class decided to be all-inclusive, dividing themselves up into
committees by interest to research and write segments on restaurants and night
spots in town, housing possibilities, computer and library resources, campus
organizations, medical and dental services, and museums and theaters.
!'-'"
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For the experimental section the four-person editing group also served as
the community project group, and each editing group wrote a proposal bidding
on the agency the members preferred. The class then decided to run a lottery
to see which editing group would be assigned to which agency. There was
some shifting and trading, but at the end of class each editing group had a
community project from the list. The agencies required several different kinds
of writing, including brochures, newsletters, grant proposals, and letters to
potential donors.
The structure was well suited for outcomes comparison. Students in both
sections had the same instructor, the same syllabus of assignments, and the
same method of determining grades-primarily by student peer evaluation. The
student demographics of the two sections were very similar. The only difference
between the sections Was the nature of the outside writing project.

Resultsof the Study
With the assistance of the University's Center for Research on Learning and
Teaching and the Office of Community Service Learning, I modified the
standard machine-read questionnaire used for course evaluation so that it
focused more on seIVice-leaming issues. I found that student ratings of the
course and of the instructor were nearly identical in the two sections (both about
90th percentile) but that, statistically, the students who did service-learning
writing projects had significantly higher ratings for the following items:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Class meetings are stimulating and informative
I create my own learning experiences in connection with the course
I learned to tailor my writing to demands of external groups
I can now apply academic learning to real world situations
Written assignments make students think
I reconsidered many of my former attitudes
I developed greater awareness of societal problems
I became interested in community projects related to the course

It is noteworthy that the median scores for 18 of the 20 items favored the
community service writing group.
Another measure of the effectiveness of the service-learning writing
projects was the grades, which were assigned mainly on the basis of peer
assessment. The average grade for the two sections was virtually the samejust below B+. Service-learning students' learning about writing did not suffer
because they happened to be involved in writing for community agencies.
In written evaluations the majority of students were enthusiastic about
service-learning:
''I was glad that Prof Crawford saw the importance of
implementing community senJice learning as a part o/English
329. I have since become quite involved in other aspects of
volunteerism at the agency."

"The community project was good for leadership skills, insight
78
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"Pleasecontinue the community seroiceprojects. Some may do
this ajier the term ends."

"Students are constantfv being asked to use their minds rather
tban letting the professor do their thinking/or them."
"Thecommunity project helped us utilize our collective writing
skills and styles."

Problemswith CommunityServiceWriting
· The experimental section, though generally satisfied by their servicelearning, also had frustrations:

• One of the eight editing groups reported having great difficulty getting
in touch with the contact persons at the community agency. A month
into the tenn, they asked for permission to work on an alternate servicelearning project: editing an endangered species update brochure that
a group member knew about. The class and I approved, and this editing
group's booklet of interviews with professionals around the country in
natural resources was submitted to the University of Michigan's School
of Natural Resources.
• A second group never was able to gather adequate material for a social
service agency brochure because of the director's very busy schedule.
This group finally did a mock-up based on what information they had,
leaving space for the agency to add information. We discussed in class
the consequences of poor communication and the lack qf perfection in
many work situations.
• Another editing group's contact person at a health agency gave the
students instructions for writing flyers only to discover that her
supervisor would not approve the format of the completed work. Twothirds of the way through the term, this editing group had to start again,
but they did rewrite the flyers to the agency supervisor's satisfaction.
• The group that worked with an anti-racist center on campus found that
some of the political views expressed by the center were more radical
than their own. The material they submitted was edited by staff at the
center, but the final brochure was acceptable to both the center and the
students. The students learned that even well-written material can be
altered by the boss, and they defined the line that they would not cross
in maintaining their personal beliefs.
• Two groups complained that there was unequal distribution of work.
This problem, which is endemic to any multi-learner classroom project
that encourages independence, was discussed in class and in my office.
79
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squarely in their groups, and
I encouraged students to confront the issue
ing and who was working.
slack
was
I assured them that I knew who
slacking occurs less in smallMy undocumentable impression is that
in a whole-class corporate
group community service learning than
project.
two groups (which had created
• After the term, I discovered that
ork and a teen ctisis center,
attractive brochures for a child care netw
product to the community
final
their
it
respectively) had failed to subm
copies to me for course credit.
agency, even though they had submitted
delivering to ensure that future
I ha<l to do some fast phoning and
these sites.
at
service-learners would be welcome

g ideline
Refiningthe Setvice-LearninGu

s

to service-learning and believed
I was delighted by the student response
some minor adjustments. Because I saw
that the problems were solvable with
s of teaching advanced writing and
service-learning as a highly effective mean
roles in society, I made writing for
of preparing students for their lifetime
my Practical English course, totally
of
re
nonprofit agencies a standard featu
I learned several lessons from my first
replacing the corporate project model.
try at service-learning:
l.

everyone happier.
Flexibility in agency assignment makes

g projeLts that came out of the
Since the most successful service-learnin
ng groups that included a student who
comparison tenn were generated by editi
cy, I now allow .student':>to group
was previously a volunteer for that agen
ity service writing. I set the number of
themselves as they choose for commun
two and six and present the list of
students at any one agency between
of
ary of the mission and writing needs
preapproved agencies, giving a summ
may
nts
stude
h
whic
for
other agencies
each. I also open up discussion about
some class time for small-group
allow
then
and
,
work
nteer
volu
already do
name on the blackboard. One student
meetings and for organizing groups by
ty Council on Aging needed resource
last term, for instance, knew that the coun
ive at an international relief agency that
list updates. Another student had a relat
osals.
needed volunteers to write grant prop
may take part of two or even three class
cies
This process of choosing agen
time. When I allow students to group
sessions, but I find that it is worth the
enthusiasm about doing a good job.
themselves by interest, there is much more
for editing, but the community
ps
grou
I still assign students to four-person
(though they certainly may overlap).
project groups are not identical with these
set of peers for editing of weekly
Students have, therefore, an assigned
:.
s for the community proje<..-1They
peer
assignment<;:plus a self-sele<...tedset of
r-an
ucto
instr
the
set-;, as well a.'i from
can get writing feedback from both
t
ways the diverse groupings they migh
y
man
in
lates
simu
arrangement that
encounter in the workplace.

2.

Accountability is essential.

(Sigmon, 1990) to fix in students'
I now hand out the following questions
partner in community service learning:
minds the responsibilities borne by each
essed?
addr
be
a. Who initiates the task to
task?
the
b. Who defines
in doing the task?
c. Who approves the methods used
task activities?
ly
d. Who monitors the daily or week
in the community or agency?
e
nsibl
respo
e. To whom is the server
pleted satisfactorily?
f. Who determines when the task is com
?
g. Who benefits if the task is done well
task should be withdrawn from the
h. Who decides that a server doing a
work?
a server's work with the community or
i. Who owns the final product of
agency?
answers to each of these questions:
In our class there could be one of seven
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

English)
The !':iervice-leamer (student in Practical
ber
The facuJty mem
Office of Community Service Leaming
ity agency
Staff members at the chosen commun
agency
ity
mun
com
en
The director of the chos
ity
mun
com
the
cy;
agen
the
by
Those served
r
Othe

ers in dass, students need to be
[n discussing these question!':iand am,w
way.':i:the agency gel'> writing done
reminlh:d that Hervice-learning goes two
When students themselves in their
ng.
and students learn how to do that writi
to
accountability, they feel more bound
community project groups decide on
cy
agen
the
that
n
notio
e away from the
complete their service. They also mov
step of the way.
each
them
e
guid
to
osed
supp
contact is

and keep them tbinking.
3. Progress reports keep students on track
used service-learning, T<lidrequire
In the comparison tenn, the first time 1
en midtem1 report and a final po1tfolio
occasional oral reports in class plus a writt
control and the experimental sections.
of all materials produced from both the
educators have found, however, the
As many experienced service-learning
ing and, eventually, civic responsibilreflective element is what promotes learn
mann, 1989). Students need to talk and
ity in service-teaming programs (New
cy and about how the student work
write about ·the mission of each agen
.,l line for community project work as
time
contributes. I now require a detaik.."<
in
initial contacl. The student groups,
soon a.'i each group has rnade an
the
g
seein
From
rs.
mete
their pam
consuhation with the agency, determine
content or length of the w1iting
in
ts
emen
refin
est
sugg
can
I
timelines,
weekly oral reports in class, a written
proposed. We then have mandatoiy
portfolio.
midterm progress report, and a final
lem of final community projects not
prob
the
class
in
nted
When I prese
81
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adopted the plan they came up with. Each group prepares a lett~r to its agency,
giving my phone number and asking if the writing agreed upon has been
completed satisfactorily and submitted; I then mail these letters to the agencies
near the end of the tem1. Students' grade reports are withheld if I receive a call
from the agency that the written work was incomplete or unsatisfactory.

An Instructor's
View of CommunityServiceWriting
Service-learning has reinvigorated my teaching of Practical English. 1 was
convinced long ago of the value of assigning writing that replicates the writing
students would have to produce in business or professional life; the previous
corporate-project model accomplished this. But when students write materials
that will actually be used by the agency they are working with, they are much
more careful than they are with a booklet of limited distrih.ution or a skit with
a limited audience. They find themselves seriously considering issues of tone
or reading level as these relate to the language chosen for a brochure or letter.
They attend more to grammar and mechanics of present:1tion. They also have,
for their job-hunting portfolios, impressive materials that are in circulation. In
the Winter Term of 1993, for example, my Practical English students produced,

camera-reauy copy or sucn matena1s. ln addition, data banks
of prototype letters, for example, can be created on disks that an agency's
computer accepts, so that the writing can be accessed long after the servicelearning term ends.
Although situations have varied, most agencies have invested a minimal
amount of time each term (two to five hours) explaining their needs to students
and have received, I believe, a reasonable amount of writing work from
students in return. As agencies build up a trust of Practical English students from
several terms of service-learning contact, liaison should be easier.
Service-learning students become aware of the load that nonprofit
community agencies bear. They perceive quickly that they cannot expect the
agency contact to coddle them through their assignment. They sometimes get
deadlines shifted from under them or requirements changed. These are the
situations that students will find in the workplace. Despite the inevitable
frustrations, one of my service-learning students found his experience writing
letters for a women's shelter so rewarding that he now wants to start a
movement on campus to make a service-learning course or project mandatory
for graduation. We'll see what comes of that idea. Meanwhile, my sections of
Prnctical English have become even more practical.
pn:=·."Jc1m:::u w1u1

• A donation brochure for the local chapter of the American Red Cro,s,s
• A volunteer recntitment pamphlet for a shelter for battered women
• A series of donation letters for a crnck cocaine rehabilitation center for
women and their children
• A publicity campaign for a children's hospital
• A history of a center for troubled teens
• A grnnt proposal for a hunger relief agency
• A legislative newsletter for the county child care network
• A series of brochures on community resources for the local Council on
Aging
• A volunteer recruitment pamphlet for the state Department of Social
Services

Students who have been accustomed to having the rules of each term.
paper spelled out for them suddenly find themselves figuring out, collaboratively,
how to condense seven pamphlets on different types of donations into one
simple pamphlet or how to organize information on current legislation at the
national, state, and local levels into a comprehensible series of articles for a
newsletter. Although the previous corporate-project model for Prnctical English
sometimes also required such initiative, service-learning projects have the
added accountability factor: what the students decide must be acceptable to the
agency, not juSt.to the students themselves or to the instructor. I insist that they
t1y a draft before coming to me for help, and, indeed, most students relish the
independence and the chance to integrnte skills from other courses--rnarketing, socioll>gy, ;11t 1 journalism, organizational behavior,
The vast computer resources of the University of Michigan alJow my
students to produce high-quality brochures, newsletters, and flyers that some
nonprofit community agencies could never afford otherwise. Agencies are
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Book Review

by M. Katie Egart

Successful
New
Models

Service-Learning
Programs
of Excellence
in Higher
Education

edited by Edward Zlotkowski
Bolton, MA: Anker Publishing Company, Inc. 1998. Pp. 231. $35.95 ISBN 1-882982-16-9
.This collection of program portraits by ad- terized by a radical shift in the way that as a good illustration of the competing defiministrators of service-learning programs
education is practiced and in the way nitions and directions in philosophies in the
in higher education is a well-written survey knowledge is acquired and used. Given this field today. The Augsburg College proof strong institutionally supported service- view, the programs selected for inclusion
gram, as described by Garry Hesser, Direclearning programs. Ed Zlotkowski, Found- here demonstrate. at least, that these par- tor of the Community Service Learning
ing Director of the Bentley College Serv- ticular schools have shaken off institutional
Program, emerged from a historical comice-Leaming Project, selected ten programs
paralysis, and to a great extent. have em- mitment to experiential learning and comwhich include a diverse range of institubraced this shift in an educationally inte- munity engagement in the sixties. This led
tions including two small liberal arts col- grated way. Yet, the voices of the commu- to embracing cooperative education in the
leges (Augsburg College, Bates College),
nities that surround these institutions are seventies and eighties, and then to a focus
a pre-professional school (Bentley), a his- silent: a practice all too common in the de- on service-learning in the last decade. Liketorically Black institution (North Carolina
sign and implementation of service-learnwise, Beverly Jones, the Director of the
Central Uni,,ersity), two religiously affili- ing programs. In this book we hear about Community Service-Learning
Program at
ated schools (Providence College, Santa communities, but not.from them.
North Carolina State, points out that her
Clara University}, a commuriity college
With that said, these service-learning
institution's program is a return to its ear(BreYard Community College), two re- programs nevertheless form an impressive
lier commitment to community service,
search oriented urban institutions (Univergroup with significant community partner- born in the Civil Rights movement of the
sity of Pennsylvania, Portland State Uni- ships. Each chapter. written by directors or fifties and sixties, abandoned in the early
versity). and a state institution (University
principals in each respective program, de- days of desegregation. In contrast. Bates
of Utah). Though titled "successful pro- scribes the history of the institutionalization
College· s Center for Service-Learning only
grams:· the cri-teria for rating a program a of their program as well as its current struc- recently formed with the purpose
of balancsuccess is not clear. \\That appears to be ture in interesting detail. The emphasis is ing the traditional liberal arts ''world of
the
common arhong these programs is the high on the specifics: funding, organization,
mind"' with the trend in our culture to be
level of commitment from the institution to budget, faculty involvement. course offer- more pragmatic, to enable students to "exsupp011 service-learning. The editor states ings, and staffing. The large and useful ap- perience the direct relevance of ideas to
the
that "institutional relevance, academic in- pendix even provides examples of admin- real world," according to James Carignan,
tegrity. and adequate faculty support" (p. istrative fo1ms used by some of the schools. Dean of the College (p. 45). Bentley Col11) are the key measures to successful inWhat is clearly a common characteristic is lege developed a service-learning program
stitutionalization of service-learni!1g pro- the absolute commitment of the highest lev- in the interest of educational reform, taking
grams. Though these are clearly some of els of administration to service-learningup the challenge of Ernest Boyers I 994
the critical elements of a successful serv- a cornmjtment that includes adequate fund- Chronicle of Higher Education's opinion
ice-learning program. I would hesitate to ing. None of these programs would exist in piece calling for the "New American Coldeem a program successful based only on their present strong form without it. How- lege" where "classrooms and laboratories
these factors. This perspective is "academeever, even of these exemplary programs,
would be extended to include health clincentric."' if you will. as it leaves out com- only one school, Portland State University,
ics, youth centers, schools, and government
munity and student input (how are the stu- has actually revised faculty promotion and offices." (p. I) Ziolkowski notes that
at
dents/community involved in the design,
tenure policies to incorporate (and reward) Bentley, the student body as business stuadministration, and evaluation of the pro- service-learning teachers. The complete
dents, come in with a priority of "making
gram?) and educational outcomes for both documentation of their policies is also in- money" over socially oriented
values more
the communities and the students. Is it the cluded in the appendix. This could be most common at liberal arts institutions. His goal
same thing to say that a program is institu- useful for schools who are ready to make is to begin to close the gap "between those
tionalized successfully and that it is a suc- this kind of institutional commitment.
who manage wealth and those who nurture
cess educationally? One would hope they
Of particular interest in the program
people." (p. 80) Amy Driscoll, the Direcare the same, but this aspect of success is descriptions is the historical path leading to tor of Community/University
Partnerships
not addressed directly, Zlotkowski sees the current version of service-learning pro- at Portland State University, highlights
service-learning as the most promising path grams in each chapter. The institutional pri- their metropolitan setting as a "text"
for
to educational renewal, a renewal charac- orities which shaped these programs serve fulfilling their urban mission. The
merging
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of curricular innovation and community
the student affairs side of the hall. As one
partnerships matched twin commitments to would expect, this program emphasizes the
educational reform and community service. development of student leadership. Irene
The notion of solving problems in the Fisher, Director of the Lowell-Bennion
urban area to which the institution is inex- Community Service Center, contributes
tricably connected, is the extremely prag- much to the discussion of where servicematic focus of Penn's Center for Commu- learning should be located in the university
nity Partnerships, as well as the Brevard and how fruitfully to engage faculty when
Community College Service-Learning Pro- the program is located in a non-academic
gram. These schools recognize that the area. The appendix includes their "WOW"
school and the community are mutually document ("whether or why to institutiondependent on each other. Lee Benson, Pro- alize service-learning within·academic defessor of History, and Ira Harkavy, Direc- partments" p. 223 ). This document focuses
tor of the Center for Community Partner- on the educational goals of"active citizenships at the University of Pennsylvania,
ship" and "socially responsive knowledge."_
recall Dewey's exhortation that "advances For the many schools who have a strong
in knowledge occur through a focus on the community service program in Student Afcentral problems of society." (p. 124) As a fairs, this document would be helpful in
community college, the Brevard Center for making the case for stronger ties to the acaService-Learning' s mission specifically demic program.
in a spiritual tradition, the Santa
responds.to Principles of Good Practices of JBased
Sen-ice-Leaming put forth by Robert / ~lar_a University's Eastside Project was
Sigmon and states that the center will inspired by the Jesuit calling to promote
"make these reciprocally beneficial (for stu- justice in working with the poor and disdent and community) service-learning op- enfranchised. A central tenet of the
portunities available to as many students as Eastside Project is community empowerpossible." (p. 84) Roger Herny. the Director ment, through active participation in shapof the Center, emphasizes that, unlike most ing the service-learning program itself.
four year institutions, the advantage ofhav- This program, from the first, saw the uniing a student body that lives in the commu- versity and the community as partners,
nity in which it serves, adds a unique, collaborating to learn and teach each other.
grounding aspect to the entire program.
William J. Wood, SJ., former director of
Richard Battistoni, the Director of the the Eastside Project, states that the program
Feinstein Institute for Public Service at was specifically designed to "create a partProvidence College, frankly admits that it nership between Santa Clara University
was money, in the form of an endowment, and the community of voiceless and powthat was the instigator of the Center which, erless people who are excluded from
in a sense. "forced' that institution to find society's benefits ... [they] envision ...
a way to integrate community service into graduates who will serve as a leaven in the
the academic curriculum, though it built evolution of a critical mass of those who,
easily on a foundation of engaged faculty whatever their profession or status in
and students as well as a strong historical society, will have the compassion, concommitment to community service. A fea- science, and competence to act in solidarture of this program, as described, is that the ity with the poor and most neglected merndefinition of service is not assumed. Stu- bers of society as critically thinking agents
dents here are encouraged to interrogate the of change committed to the fashioning of
meaning of service as a critical piece of the a more humane and just world." (p. 192)
program. Service-learning at Providence This program is a strong illustration of the
College has not only become the center- social justice goals included in some phiJ
piece of their liberal arts curriculum but the losophies of service-learning.
program has become a well-known model
These diverse programs each arose
of service-learning attracting nationally
from a particular philosophical brand of
known leaders in the field, producing texts, service-learning: as educational reform, as
and defining a major and minor in commu- engaged citizenship, as practical applicanity service. An endowment also gave birth tion of theory, as a form of experiential
to the Lowell Bennion Community Service educati9n, as student leadership developCenter at the University of Utah, the only ment, as an academically connected comexample in the book of a program based in munity service program, and as an opporNSEE
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tunity to promote social justice.
A phrase that Beverly Jones of North
Carolina State University used in describing the background of their program caught
my attention. She explains that a basic idea
in African-American notions of community
service is the idea that "individual identity
is communal." (p. llO) This seems to be
in direct opposition to the explicit and implicit honoring of the individual, apa11Jrom
community, that is the dominant model in
most of our higher educational institutions
in this country. How would introducing this
notion influence how we teach and learn
in community settings? How can servicelearning programs engage faculty, students,
and community members in exploring what
is meant by "individual identity is communal?" There are creative ideas abou.tdeveloping community which come from nondominant cultures that could contribute to
the evolving definitions of the field of service-learning. I look for these voices in the
literature, but they are hard to find.
It is necessary to go beyond the narrow
confines of service-learning literature to
search out and investigate the literature of
these cultural (and educational) "outsiders"
if we truly want to reform education. seek
justice, and solve problems within and
across communities through service-learning. For instance, if we are a coming from
a social justice model, whose communities
do we look at? Those who have fought for
justice like civil rights, women ·s, gay, and
disabled communities? If we are focusing
on democratic citizenship, we could be
looking at local community organizing efforts around education, the environment, or
urban renewal. In terms of developing the
concepts of compassion and altruism,
world wisdom traditions have much to offer: Catholic liberation theology, Dorothy
Day's Catholic Worker movement, and the
practice of Engaged Buddhism, all have a
body of literature focused on developing
compassion leading to liberation, here on
earth. One of the great benefits of experiential education of all types, but of servicelearning in particular, is that the teachers
and texts are out there, in the community,
allowing individual learners to engage in a
literal relationship with learning. Students,
faculty, and administrators would do well,
it seems, to acknowledge and privilege
community voices in the actual direction
and management of their programs.
-continued
on page 26
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Perhaps it may be too soon to dedare these relatively young
programs successes, for as Amy Driscoll of Portland State University comments, "It is not a finished story. There is potential
for both successes and failures ahead. There are untried approaches and unforeseen problems in the process, and there are
both certain and uncertain outcomes." (p. 15 l) However, they do
represent strong forces in the movement toward community connected teaching and learning. The programs described in this book
should help those of us in higher education - faculty, administrators, and student leaders - understand the diverse focuses and
formulations of service-learning programs, as well as how they
can be fully embraced academically.
Karie Egarr is the Coordinator
Program's
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